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This manual has been desi.gned as; a basic guide for' the cata]oging, 
classifying and: processing of phonograph ll'ecord.B', films· and filmstrips· 
for the use of the cataloging department of the Greensboro, North 
Carolina, PUblic Schools. It gives, concise, s:tep-by-atep descriptions; 
of the· various procedures, to be followed in the preparation of these 
materials' for· use: by the schoo]s. 
Purpose and 5cope 
Each of the 27 snhoo]s. in the Greensboro system.1 has; a central, 
organized library. This library is considered the materials center· of 
the school to the degree that it houses and/or circulates; library 
books;, other printed materials, phonograph records, films,, fillmstrips:, 
projection equipment, maps, glob-es: and flat pd.ctures. A professd.onal 
librarian is assigned to each school. In order to aU.ow. for maximum 
service to school personnel by the librarian, a central library depart-
ment, among other responsibilities, catalogs; and processes' all library 
materials for each library. After the initial requisition is placed 
by the school or other department, no longer is it concerned wQth the 
materials until they reach the school or department ready to go into 
circulation • This manual describes the complete proces:s' of receipt 
'Bos.ton UnlversT-E"Y; < 
School of Educatiott, J 
. --.._ ,;i.br.ar~ ~-- . ,,;;~~w 
• 
2 
and preparation of three of these materialls, namely; phonograph records, 
fi]ms, and filmstrips. 
Development of program. The cartal!.oging department of this pa.'l"ticu-
laJJ'· school system has· been in operation since 1942;. s·ince its: inception, 
library books have been purchased, cataloged, and prepared for circula-
tion for the several school libraries. The Dewey Decimal system has· 
been used for the classification of books, and cards are made for the 
varioua school library dictionary card catalogs. A union shelf ]ist, 
an author index file, and a subject authority file have been organiZ'ed 
in the library department. (See Glossary). Authoritative cataloging 
methods have been used in cataloging and classifying the books. 
When the school system began acqlliring siz-eable quanti ties· of disc 
musical recordings: for use in the music insrtruction program, and the 
audio-visual aids: department was established in ]950, it was decided 
tha-t;, these materials should be as; carefully indexed and made as easily 
accessible as. w.ere library books. With the library program well under-
~ in the schools, and professional catalogers· employed in the central 
library department, it was J!.ogical that the library department prepare 
these materials also and that the school libraries become the dis-
tribution center for this new type of instructional material. The 
supervisors of all three departments, library, music, and audio-visual 
aids, cooperated closely in coordinating the programs. 
Basis of decisions. There was ]ittle precedent to follow in the 
processing of these materials for school libraries at the time the 
decision~ made. After some deliberation, it was decided to follow 
the same cataloging methods as· had been used for -books· and to classify 
-" 
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these materials also by the Dewey Decimal system. Each school card 
catalog wouJld carry book, phonograph record, film and filmsitrip cards: 
interfiled in one alphabet. However, all three departments have grown 
in great strides in the past few years with all the attendant problems. 
New schools have been and atill are being added wd.th large collections 
of materials purchased for the initial organiz-ation. Increased school 
enrollment has brought increased budgets for instructional materials. 
As a result, there has been an increase in personnel employed to 
process the materials: for the s~hools. When the program of cataloging 
the media other than books was begun about five years ago, one person 
handled the whole process. However, with the increase in the addition 
of materials, it was found additional personnel had to be trained and 
no:· more: than a simple outline of a Decimal code had been written down 
as a guide for· the cata]oger. Also, more and more, libraries w:ere 
adding discs and filmed materials to the'ir collections and library 
literature was now describing the many varied ways in which the material. 
'WaS' being handled in particular sa.tua:tions. These three factors,. (1) 
increase in the provision of these special instructional materials with 
promise of continued expansion, (2) changes· in personnel and (3) in-
creas·ed literature on methods of cataloging audio-visual materials, 
determined the need for this manual. 
The. system described in this manual is a consolidation and fdmpl!i-
fication of earlier methods practiced in the department. The findings 
are based on two year 1 s study of current literature and consul tat ion 
~th professional librarians with experience in this area, with local 
librarians who are involved in the distribution of the materials, a:nd 
4 
with the supervisors of the music and audio-visual aids departments. 
And, although the manual pertains to a particular s:ituation, it is felt 
that other ]ibrarians: engaged in similar tasks may find the detailed 
descriptions of some help in planning details of their own program. 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF PAST RESEARCH 
The cataloging and classification of books have foll!owed more or 
les·s standard procedures: in ]libraries, but the treatment of nonbook . 
materials has only recently received systematic consideration. The de-
velopment of large collections of such materials brings pressure for 
organization, and when a catalog is needed, rules for it inevitably are 
developed. Formulation of rules by individual libraries is the first 
step, and gradually uniform or commonly acceptable operations are in-
corporated into codes. 1:/ 
A survey of the literature in the area of cataloging and classify-
ing o+ nonbook materials discloses eve~ increasing attention being 
devoted to the subject since the late 1930 1 s. This has been mainly in 
professional library periodicals and journals. The articles have been 
written as observations or recommendations by individuals or associa-
tions with especial reference to experiences in local situations. 
Thirty-two articles in periodicals were examined. Their selection was 
made from li&.tings· in Library Literature, Education Index, and Reader's 
Guide to Periodical Literature, all index bibliographies issued by the 
H. W. Wilson Company of New York. Ten periodical titles were examined, 
seven of which were publications in the library field. The periodical 
most frequently used was the Library Journal published by R. R. Bowker 
!/Evelyn Hensel, "Treatment of NonBook Materials," Library Trends 
2t l87, October, 19.5'3. 
"'""'" 
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of New York. Publications of the American Library Association were 
studied, particular~ those issued by the Division of Cataloging and 
Classification. Textbooks and basic cataloging and classification 
tools for the professional cataloger (noted iB the bibliography) were 
searched for references on procedures in actual cataloging and classi-
fication of nonbook materials. Since these basic tools deal mainly 
with book cataloging, some adaptations could be determined from them 
for nonbook materials that would fit the local situation. 
Films 
The Film Library of the Museum of Modern Art was established in 
1935 with the aid of a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. J. E. 
Abbott described methods of cataloging in this library in 1938 in an 
article in the . ¥i9r<NX Joyrnal. Y An inventory card file was 
established here on 4 x 6 inch cards, and a card catalog on 5 x 7 cards 
with the main entry placed under the title. 
The classification of films has been influenced great~ by the 
method used by the Educational Film Catalog which first appeared in 
1938. This catalog has been kept up-to-date continuously since its 
b:eginning and closely follows the other standard aids which the 
H. W. Wilson Company issues for books. The Dewey Decimal Classification 
is used and librarians find the scheme in this catalog easily adaptable 
in arranging films. In September of 1951 the Library of Congress began 
1/J • .E. Abbott, 11Cataloging and Filing of Motion Picture Films,": 
Library Journal 63:93-95, February 1, 1938. 
~·· 
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the issuance of printed cards for motion pictures and filmstrips which 
it cataloged with the cooperating libraries and institutions. Other 
agencies issuing cards for motiGn pictures in the United States are 
the Educational Film Libr~ Association, Coronet, and Ver Halen Pub-
lishing Company. The Library of Congress published its rules for th& 
descriptive cataloging of motion pictures and filmstrips in li952 in 
a prelimin8r,r edition.!/ A revised edition appeared in April of 1953. 
These rules were designed for cataloging of films of the most common 
kind, and they provide for the title to be the main entry. 
A series of meetings were held by the United Kingdom National 
Connnission for Unesco in England in February of 1953 and at a. Conference 
on International Standards for Film Cataloging in Washington, May 11 
and 12 in JL953. These were to discuss international standards for film 
cataloging, evaluation, and data as to availability. The Washington 
Conference recommended that the rules of the Library of Congress and the 
British Film Institute form the basis for worldwide standardS for 
descriptive catalog entries. The Unesco Secretariat is studying the 
recommendations of both conferences and will attempt to develop standards 
that will be internationally acceptable.Y 
Phonograph Records 
A surve,y of the literature on cataloging phonograph records 
1/United States Library of Congress, Descriptive Cataloging Division, 
Rules for Descri tive Catalo in in the Libr of Con ress: Motion 
Pictures and Filmstrips. The Division, Washington, 19 2. 
g/United States Libra;r of Congress Information Bulletin, 1~:10-11, 
May 18, 1953. 
• 
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reveals great diversity of treatment. Four methods of classifying 
records seemed to predominate in the periodical articles examined. 
These are (1) alphabetical arrangement by composer or some other designa-
tion, (2) classification by medium or form, (3) a numerical order accord-
ing to accession number, and (4) an arrangement by trade symbols. 
Alphabetical order. The most popular classification method seems 
to be that by alphabetical order by composer as the main entry. The 
chief advantage here is that all holdings of one composer come under 
his name. When collections are open to the public this is; especially 
suitable but it presents a disadvantage in that it creates a problem of 
sub-arrangement. This method requires constant shifting of records as 
new ones are acquired and, when an odd record is used to "fill out" an 
album of one main composition, the alphabetical arrangement on the shelf 
is not altogether possible.!/ 
By using Cutter numbers to express the composer's name and composi-
tion, a sub-arrangement can b~ made possible. A record collection may 
be divided into two parts;· album sets and single record sets. The albums 
may be arranged by composer with ! for album, a Cutter number for the 
author's name and the number of the album in the set. The single records 
may deviate from the alphabetical scheme in that they may be arranged 
numerically in plain albums with numbered envelope pages and a class 
number. Still another method used is to arrange the albumsby the 
composer's name with the different works listed by letter according to 
1/Inez Haskell, "The Cataloging of Records, Musical and Non-Musical for 
a General Library," Pacific North West Library Association Quarter1y, 
9:150-155, July, 1945. 
the time of acquisition.!/ 
Classification by method or form. The most complicated of the 
methods noted for classi~ing records is that which uses the Dewey 
Decimal Classification scheme or one of arbitrary ~bols, classify-
irrg the records by medium ·or · form of performance. Advantages and dis-
advantages of this classification type are similar to those listed 
under the alphabetical arrangement; advantageous if the borrowers have 
access to the shelves, and disadvantageous in that · it is cumbersome, 
requires frequent shifting on shelves, and is difficult to apply to 
"odd sides" of the album sets and the reverse sides of records. 
When this form system is used, the 780 classification of the 
Dewey classification system is used for musical recordings and other 
subject classes are assigned to speech and the drama records. These 
classification numbers are prefixed by a s,ymbol to signify records, 
and a composer's Cutter number is usually added to the Dewey number to 
complete the call number.Y When a composer has several compositions 
9 
of the same form, a letter may be added to the Cutter number to indicate 
the form of the composition and the number of the composition.l/ 
Other libraries have invented their own sets of s.rmbols for the 
form. One library's symbols ranged from Za to Z:t which indicated 
the form of music and was followed by the Cutter number for the composer 
1/Ibid., pp. lS0-151. 
y'Ibid.' p. ].,51. 
Jli da Faye Wright, reporter, 11A Record Breakfast: On Problems Related 
to the Ac~sition and Circulation of Phonograph Recordings," illinois 
Libraries 31:-122, February, 1949. 
• and another number indicating the number of that particular kind of 
work by a given composer.!/ 
Numerical arrangement. The numerical arrangement of phonograph 
records is relatively simple in contrast to the complexities found in 
10 
the various form classification plans. In its simplest form, this ar-
rangement consists of assigning numbers to records in order of their 
acquisition, called accession numbers. A primary advantage this system 
offers is that shifting on the shelves is eliminated as the collection 
grows. Also, it eliminates deciding which side of the record is to be 
used for the assignment of a classification. It serves best in a closed 
shelf arrangement where it depends upon the card catalog for full in-
formation.Y 
In one collection symbols were suggested to prefix the accession 
number and decimal numbers were used after the ~lbum numbers to indicate 
separate records; for example, PRM 61.3.1/ 
In another library, albums were given one number, with letters 
being used to indicate the separate records of the group. Duplicate 
copies were given the same number, with the duplicate indicated on the 
shelf list card and on the record itself, but not on the catalog card.!!/ 
,YHaskell, op. cit., p. l.5l.. 
Yibid., P• 150. 
'3/Elaine Von Oesen, 11Simple Cataloging of Audio-Visual Materials," 
Wilson Library Bulletin, 33:251, November, 1948. 
gflfu.ry Helen Mahar and Jean E. Crabtree, "Records Enrich Curriculum, 11 
Library Journal 71:1174-76, September 15, 1946. 
- --
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A. simpler plan made use of one series of numbers for 78 rpm and separate 
series for LP records, placing LP before the number.!/ 
Arrangement by trade ~bol. Classifying by the trade symbol or 
the disc number assigned by the manufacturer seems to be the most contro-
versial of the methods reviewed. English librarians seem to favor this 
scheme. One British advocate of the s.ymbol classification was the 
librarian of the British Broadcasting Company record collection, which 
has over 200,000 records of every t.ype and is one of the largest disc 
collections in the world. Drawing on her experience, the librarian 
advised her professional colleagues: 
The commercial companies have a scientific method of 
numbering and prefixing their goods and an even more rigid 
one in the 30ning of such numbers throughout the world. 
Therefore it is advisable to keep to the numbers and pre-
fixes given and not to change to library or arbitrary 
references.y 
This librarian felt that patrons are familiar with the symbols as 
the,y are used in commercial catalogs and suggested that the records be 
arranged in racks in order of make, prefix, and number. 
Card Form 
Catalog cards for music recordings may be very similar to cards 
for musical scores except for the imprint, collation, and added entries. 
Cards for speech recordS bear strong resemblances to those for books 
1/Eliz~beth M. Caffney, II Lincoln 1 s Record Collection, n· Wilson Library 
B'unetm, 26:332, December, 1951. 
g/Valentine Britten, "The Formation and Administration of a Gramophone 
Library, 11 Library Association Record, 49=-9-10, January, 1947. 
• or printed materials.!/ However, there is danger when transferring 
library methods from one material to another that proper regard will 
not be given the great differences involved when handling the two 
media. The cataloger of a phonograph record collection must have a 
mind which is receptive to new ideas and to non-library techniques. 
The JOOst frequently mentioned code for cataloging phonograph 
records is that of the Music Library Association. This code which was 
issued in 1942 had a purpose of standardizing various methods already 
in use. However, it never seemed to be adopted entirely by a library, 
perhaps because another plan had already been in use or because it did 
not adequately fill the needs of an individual situation. It is con-
sidered too expansive for a small collection. In 1946 the Music 
Library Association and the American Librar,y Association Uiv~sion of 
Cataloging and Classification established a joint committee to revise 
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the Association's Code for Cataloging Music. This committee's tentative 
draft was made available to the Library of Congress when it began the 
preparation of rules for cataloging records. A preliminar,r form of the 
Rules for Descriptive Cataloging in the Library of Congress: Phone-
records was issued in 1952. "The rules are designed to cover the 
s-everal physical types of recordings and are regarded as applicable to 
all kinds of recorded sound, i.e., speech, music, etc.uY The rules 
have been accepted by the joint committee for incorporation in the 
1/Von Oesen, op. cit., P• 251. 
g/United States Library of Congress, Rules for Descriptive Cataloging 
in the Library of Congress: Phonorecords. The Division, Washington, 1952. 
,.-·---....... 
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revised edition of the Music Library Association code. With the issue 
of the phonorecord rules, uniformity in the descriptive cataloging of 
sound recordings is much nearer to being achieved. However, classifi-
cation still continues to vary and probably will always do so, each 
library classifying according to its needs. 
Another code frequently mentioned is a catalog which was prepared 
and presented to several libraries by the Carnegie Corporation. The 
methods used in this catalog and index have been analyzed by libraries 
owning these sets. Y 
One school library had form cards modeled on those of the Columbia 
Bro~dcasting System's depository transcription library. The librarian 
says: 
The upper left hand corner is a ruled-off square 111 x 1 11 
for the classification number. The main and secondary entries· 
are typed in the same position as they are on book cards, 
about l/3 of the top of the card being ruled off for them. 
Printed designations of artists, orchestras, composers or 
authors, producer, timing and source, each followed by a 
space for typing this information fill the r~mainder of 
the card. 
We give each recording a main and secondary and sub-
ject entries. Duplicate copies of each subject card are 
typed, one of them being interfiled in the main card cata-
log and all of the others placed in a recordings catalog 
in a s.eparate drawer. This arrangement is not only to 
provide a source of information for the borrower who wants 
on~ recordings but also to indicate all resources; of the 
library available on any one subject. Secondary entries 
are made for every significant name among the artists, com-
posers or authors, orchestras and producers. We made a 
1fCharles E. Stow, "Cataloging the Non-Musical Phonograph Record," 
Library Journal, 70:21, January 1, 1945. 
single shelf card identical to the main entry card except 
for the addition in the lower left-hand corner of price 
and serial numbers of the recordings. 
One of the most difficult probllems to surmount was a 
means of indicating all material when albums are a collec-
tion of varied titles or when a single record has diverse 
material on the two orders. For single records we type 
on every card both titles, indicating the position on 
front or back by adding (f) and (b) after the titles. 
In albums of diverse recordings all titles are typed in 
the regular space, indicating on which record of the al-
bum each selection occurs and on which side, again with 
(f) and' (b). If space at the top of the card is insuf-
ficient, titles are typed on the back of the card with a 
"see back of card" notation in the title space. A second-
ary entry card is made for each individual title. V 
School Library Collections 
The increased emphasis upon the application of audio-visual 
materials to education within recent years has resulted in greater 
ownership of films, filmstrips, records and other media by the individ-
ual school or school system. The concept of the school library as a 
materials center, which includes, along with the traditional book collec-
tion, nonbook materials for the enrichment of the curriculum, is becoming 
more widely accepted by educators and librarians alike. ?.} In the most 
recent revision of the standards of the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools, provision was made for the inclusion of audio-
visual materials in the school library budget and many school systems 
have, within the last few years, transferred sizable groupings of 
]/Mahar, op. cit., p. 1175. 
£/Ben L. Smith, "School Library a Haterials Center, 11 ALA Bulletin, 
J!1ebruary, 1953. 
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audio-visual materials and music department record collections to the 
school library feeling that it is important that these materials be pro-
cessed and cataloged just as carefully as are the printed materials. Y 
Since, however, there is as yet no single recognized standard code or 
codes for the cataloging and classification of these special media as 
there is for books, the literature reveals that various devices and 
methods for handling such materials have sprung up. Those school systems 
whose collections have been growing rapidly have had to make decisions 
on the scheme of classification to be used and in accordance with local 
demands and needs, whether the indexing of the nonbook materials would 
follow the card catalog pattern for book indexing. Y A basic factor 
governing selection of the methods and policies for handling nonbook 
materials in school libraries is simplicity, the keynote for all school 
library routines. Lucile Fargo says of this: 11an important problem 
involved in organizing school library materials is how to simplify 
processes and routines without sacrificing efficiency or doing violence 
to scholarship and standard library practices. 2/ A school librarian's 
first duty is service to the pupils and teachers of the school. For 
this reason, technical duties must be reduced to a minimum. Also, few 
school libraries have large materials collections or staff, prerequisites 
1/Margaret I. Rufsvold, Audio-Visual ~chool Library Service, American 
Library Association, Chicago, 1949~ pp. 3-4. 
y~., p •. 55. 
J/Lucile F. Fargo, The Library ip the School, 4th ed., American Library 
Association, Chicago, 1947, P• 275. 
for complicated, detailed procedures. Yet, nonbook materials can be 
more effectively used if they are indexed in an organized pattern as 
are books. 
The most recent manual on the subject for school libraries is one 
by Eunice Keen, librarian of the Lakeland High School of Lakeland, 
florida, published privately by the author in pamphlet form and copy-
righted in 1955. It is entitled Manual for Use in the Cataloging and 
Classification of Audio-Visual Materials for a High School LibrarY• 
Jesse H. Shera, Dean of the School of Library Science of Western Reserve 
University, states in the preface that the professional literature on 
the organization and care of audio-visual material has been directed 
mainly toward the needs of larger libraries, with scant attention paid 
to the elementary and s~condary level needs, and it is this hiatus that 
Miss Keen's manual is designed to fill. bf Miss Keen states: 
So far as I have been able t 'o ascertain, there has been 
very little written from the standpoint of a high school 
library on cataloging and classification of audio-visual 
materials. There is no standard code for cataloging the 
materials for any library. Each library which has made a 
system, made it to fit its own individual needs as much as 
possible ••• It s-eems that such material should have a com-
mon code just as there is for books, which could be 
modified slightly to fit the individual needs of each 
library, but until recently no one has attempted such an 
undertc;tking. The Librar-.1 of Congress has in its Rules for 
Descriptive Cataloging~ a section on Maps and Microfilm, 
also a preliminary pamphlet of Rules· for Descriptive Catalog-
ing for Motion Pictures .and Filmstrips, as well as one for 
Phonograph records, and it is now printing catalog cards 
1(Eunice Keen, Manual for Use in the Cataloging and Classification of · 
Audio-Visual Materials for a High School Library, EUnice Keen, Lakeland, 
F'lorida, 1955, P• ii. 
\ 
·~· 
based on these rules ••• The Chicago Public Librar.y and the 
University of Chicago Librar.y have their ow.n individual 
schemes for these materials, as does the Western Reserve 
University of Cleveland.1( · 
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Another manual designed specifically for the high school librar.y is 
that published by the Laboratory School Librar.y of North Texas State 
College and written by Virginia Clarke, librarian and supervisor of 
practice work in library service}/ The system described is one that 
has been evolving over a period of seven years in the Laboratory School 
Library at the college, and stresses a uniform main catalog entry for 
all nonbook materials under title w1th extended use of the production 
~· 
The many and varied methods and policies in handling phonograph 
records by libraries of the same or different types indicates the lack 
of standardization of this comparatively recent innovation. Many 
associations and individuals in the profession are looking to one an-
other for successful practices. Miss Hensel states, ~ith the increase 
in the number and s:ize of collections of nonbook materials and the at-
tention being paid t o their organization for use, the development of 
adequate rules will soon catch up with those for book cataloging. There 
is need, however, for sound manuals for each of the special t,rpes of 
material, covering not only cataleging and classification, but physieail.. 
handling and servicing as well. 11~ 
Yibid., P• 2. 
S(Virginia Clarke, Non-Book LibrarY Materials, Laboratory School Library, 
North Texas State College, Denton, Texas, 19">3, 155 PP• 
3/Evel:yn Hensel, ":Treatment of Nonbook Materials, 11 Library Trends, 
Volume 2, Number 2', October, 1953:, University of Illinois Library School, 
Urbana, Illinois, p. 196. 
CHAPTER III 
PHONOGRAPH RroORDs· 
Close to ]5,000 phonograph necords have been classified, cata~oged 
and processed in the central library department since lt950 and are art 
present in circulation in the' 27 public schools of Greensboro. Thes·e 
recordings primanil y support and enrich the music and physical educ~ 
tion programs in the elementary and junior high schools. In the main, 
such titles are duplicated for each of several schools throughout the 
system. Tha two senior high schools• collections are in more specialized 
areas, such as~ speech, 1i terature and social srtudies and these call for 
more individual treatment. 
Se]ection and Purchase 
Phonograph records circulated from the school libraries are selected 
and purchased in various manners. Recordings for use in elementary 
school music and rhythms instruction are selected by the supervisors of 
elementary music after consultation with teachers. Phonograph records 
for use in the physical education program in all the grades (1-12) are 
selected by the supervisor of physical education. Most of the physical 
education records are designed for fo]k dancing, square dancing, or ball-
room dancing. These phonograph records are purchased from special funds 
allotted for this purpose by the Board of Education on a per-capita 





Order Placement by Supervisors 
At the end of the school year, the supervisors of elementary music 
and physical education place the large order for the next year. These 
records are cataloged and processed by the central library department 
and delivered to the schools by the opening of school in September, 
insofar as possible, since the supervisors have a series of meetings 
with classroom teachers early in September to introduce the new records: 
and make suggestions for their use. An additional order is placed by 
the music supervisors as soon as the symphony program is announced by 
the North Carolina Symphony orchestra which comes to the city each 
spring. These records, designed to acquaint the children with the 
symphony program, are cataloged, processed and delivered to the· schools 
as quickly as possible. 
Cooperation with Cataloger _ 
When the supervisors place orders with the Office of Purchase and 
Contract a duplicate copy is sent to the Library Department. Attached 
to it is a distribution sheet, indicating to which school each re<.rord. 
is to go. At this time, a conference is held with the supervisors so 
that they may advise the cataloger on the use to be m.ade of these 
records, the subject fields in which they will be useful, the need for 
composer and title analytics, and any other necessary considerations. !/ 
This information is recorded on the Library Department copy of the order. 
1{Margaret I. Rufsvo+d, Audio-Visual School Library Service, American 
Library Association, Chicago, 1949, P• 56. 
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Additional Records Ordered by Schools 
Additional records are selected by teachers and librarians and are 
purchased from various funds raised by the school. These are sent to 
the library department for cataloging with a Request for Cataloging form 
attached {see Figure 1) as they will go into the library record files. 
Form t-ell 
CATALOGING REQUESI' FORM 
PHbNOGRAPH RECORDS 
/ 
GREENSBORO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
LIBRARY DEPARl'l-lENT 





Please fill in school, date, number of discs in each album, publisher (as Victor), 
record or album number, · compo~er and titles (or overall title if a collection from 
several composers). In cost area, put price, source of funds (as P.T.A., fines, etc.) 
or donor ·if' gift. 
Figure 1. Request for Cataloging Form for Phonograph Records 
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Receipt in Library Department 
Various means of record keeping are maintained in the library 
department for phonograph records which are ordered by the supervisors 
and by the schools. 
Receipt of records ordered by supervisor. When phonograph records 
are delivered to the library department each record is checked in on 
the original order, the invoice checked and approved for payment. When 
a particular record is unavailable and a substitute has been made, this 
substitution is submitted by the cataloger to the supervisor for 
approval. Any substitutions not approved are returned to the dealer 
for credit. 
Receipt of records ordered by schools. Records sent in from the 
schools arrive with the REQUEST FOR CATA!DGING FORM (example on previous 
page). This form s·erves as a substitute for the Purchase Order, and 
indicates the source of the material and school ownership. 
Use of record folder. Lightweight paper folders are discarded 
and records inserted in heavy green record folders (source and sample 
in Appendix-, page 112a). Cardboard folders or heavy paper folders which 
have biographical, interpretative, or descriptive material on them are 
retained. These paper folders are reinforced before delivery to schools 
by applying a strip of 3/4 inch mystic tape around the outer edges 
(source and sample in Appendix, page ll2b). 
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Distribution identification. School name is stamped on each 
record label and folder, this school name being determined by referring 
to the distribution sheet attached to the original order (source of 




Figure 2. Gummed Back Label with is Attached. 
to the Record'& Center Label 
Technical Processing 
Phonograph records are cataloged and classified in the central 
library ·department in a manner similar to the procedUre established for 
books. Records are owned by the schools, and are housed in the school 
library. These materials leave the library depa.Ttment with their card 
catalog cards and ready for circulation. 
Card files maintained. Card files for phonograph records made 
and kept in the library department are: the union shelf list, author 
index, title index, and subject authority files. Cards for each new 
phonograph record added to the system are made in the library depart-
ment as described below for these files. 
1. A union shelf list card is made for each record cataloged 
in the department. This shelf card has the name of all schools in 
the system printed on it, with a check after the schools owning this 
particular record. All the information to appear on the main catalog 
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card is on this, union shelf list card, the added entries traced on the 
back of the card. The date cataloged is also noted in·pencil on the back. 
PR 
785 
I M82w Moore, Douglas 
The wonderful violin; played by Mischa Mischa-
koff. Young People's Records, 311. 
2 s. 1011 78 rpm 
Aycock/ Gillespie Lincoln Price 
Brooks Hospital Lindley El. Proximity 
Caldwell Hunter Lindley Jr. Senior 
Ceasar Cone Irving Park Mciver Sternberger 
Central Jones v- Moore v Terra Cotta 
Dudley Jonesboro Peck Washington 
Edgeville u 
Figure .3'· Union Shelf Li83t Card Indicating the Schoojjs that 
Own a Particular Phonograph Record 
Figure 4·. Verso of Union Shelf List Card, Tracing Indicates: 
Added Entrie~ or Additional Cards to be Typed. The 
11~111 Indicates-. Title which is on the Face of the Card 
• 
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z. The author index card serves as an index to the shelf list 
file. Information included on this card is: the same as ia on the 
union shelf ]is:t card except that s.chool names and tracings: are omitted. 
The author index fi!e iSJ arranged a]phabetically by author • Detailed 
information is necessary only on one card and this is on the union 
shelf-]ist card, but since the shelf ]is;t file is arranged by cl.assifi-





Author index cards; -are salmon in color. 
Moore, Douqlas 
The wonderful yiolina played by Mischa Mischa• 
koff. Yeaag People's Records, 311. 
2 s. 10" 78 rpm 
Figure 5. Author Index Card 
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). A title index card is made for each title. It consists: of 
titl.e, author's name in as short form as is practical, and call 
number. The arrangement of the title index file is alphabetical by 
title and quickly locates classification for reference to the- main 




The wonderful violin 
Moore, Douglas 
Figure 6. Title Index- Card 
4. The subject authority file is the same subject authority file 
used for books. The file consists of cards for all subject_ headings, 
cross. references to the subject headings, author and composer· names 
which require cross references, and the cross l!'efer·enoe to these 
names:. For example: 
~achaikowsky, Peter Ilyich ~chaikovski, Peter Ilyieh 
see Refer from 
~ehaikovski, Peter· Ilyich Tschaikowsky, Peter I]yich 
These authority cards have school names printed on them, with each school 
that has a particular name, heading, or cross r ·eference in its catalog 





























Figure 7. Subject Authority Card Indicating Schools Using 
the Subject Heading 1'Violin Music" 
Procedure for cataloger. The cataloger is to use the .following 
procedure, step ,by atep: 
I. Check author and title index to determine if recording is 
new to the system. If it has been previously cataloged, 
then 
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A. Pull the union shelf list card and insert a temporary card 
with call number on it in its place. 
B. Check union shelf list card for school getting this 
record, if not alreaqy checked for ownership. 
c. Check subjects under which the record has been cataloged 
in the subject authority file. If it is the first time 
this subject has been used in a school, place a check 
• 
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by the school name and make any necessary cross refer-
ence~ to the subject. For example: 
The South - Folk songffi Folk songs, Southern states 
see Refer from 
Folk songs, Southern states The Samth - Folk songs: 
n,. Pencil. date of cataloging in upper right hand corner of 
back of union shelf list. 
E. Clip union shelf list card to corner of folder and· give 
to t,rpist, who will type catalog cards, book or circulation 
card, pocket, and label record w:ith call number. 
II. If record is not found in author or title index, catalog and 
classify it; make union shelf list card, and author index· 
card. Pencil the word index in upper right hand corner of 
union shelf list card to indicate that the typis;t. should make 
title index cards. File author index card. Then proceed as 
with records previously cataloged, see above IB through E 
(pages 
A. Classification of Records 
Since record shelves are open to teachers who are 
encouraged to browse, records are classified by a 
modified Dewey system. Authorities state "A few 
librarians prefer to classify their record albums 
and let the patron choose his records as he does his books~1/ 
y'Susan G. Akers, Simple Library Cataloging, 4th ed., American Library 
Association, Chicago, 1954, P• 135. 
-·· --... 
and 11!1Jllie argument in favor of Dewey decimal numbers is: 
strongest in libraries which allow patrons free access: 
to all materials.1f 
However, in the case of several selections on one 
record, only one selection csn be used for assignment of 
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the class number. This is one of the disadvantages in 
using the Dewey classification scheme. Some long playing 
records may have several different types of musical selec-
tions on them. The musical selection on the second side 
of the record therefore will not be shelved with other 
aimilar recordings. For example: The lower numbered 
side may be a collection of songs, classed 784 while 
the second side may be a collection of operatic arias 
classed 782'.1. Since the record can be in one place 
only, these operatic excerpts. wil] not be shelved with other 
opera recordings, in 782.1, but. with other song collections. 
Music and non-music records are classified in much 
the same manner, using the Dewey Decimal classification. 
Since less than ten per cent of the total records pur-
chased are non-music records and these are ones· quickly 
identifiable w:i th a subject area class in the Decimal 
scheme, these non-music records present few problems in 
class·. assignment. Then too, using the same classification 
!(Rufsvold, O£• cit., p. 55. 
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scheme for both book and nonbook materials in the school 
library is a decided advantage in that teachers and pupils 
already familiar with the scheme for books can readily 
locate nonbook materials in the same subject. "As he 
(the borrower) knows that printed material on United 
States history is together on the shelves under 973, he 
can also learn to go to that number on the shelves where 
the album records are kept and find together those on 
United States history." !/ 
The basis: used for classifying both the music and non-
music records is: the Dewey Decimal Classification, abzridged 
7th edition which is used for classifying books. Tho.se 
elass· numbers; which apply to music and non-music records 
found in the school libraries are lis,ted as a guide. In 
general there are few variations· from the Decimal scheme, 
the greatest variation coming in the 780 1a, the music 
area. Local curniculum demands: usually require some modi-
fication of the basic scheme. Specific modifications have 
been noted in the directions for classification. 
In most instances it is; quite clear if a record is a 
music record or a non-music record. Sbme records, however, 
are a combination of music and speech. For example, a 
story-telling record may include background music or a 
biographical record may include short excerpts from a 
• 
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compose1r1 s work. Since the purpose of these records is to 
tell a story or describe a person's life, they are eon-
sidered non-music records. Similarly, a record for music 
appreciation including spoken comment is usually considered 
a music record. There may be exceptions to this generaliza-
tion. In a few instances a record of either type may be 
purchased to meet a certain need. Then it is classified 
according to this need, even though this may not strictly 
follow the form of the record. 
1. Classify ~-music records according to the Dewey 
Classification scheme. The general classes are listed 
below with particular attention given to those subsivisions 
in which most school collections of non-music records fall. 
000 - 099 General works 
No, phonograph records have been classed in these 
numbers and rarely will be so classed in a school 
collection. 
100 - 199 Philosophy 
~e same applies as under General works. 
200 - 299 Religion 
22'0 Bible stories 
2'32' S'tories of Jesus 
292 Greek and Roman myths 
293 Norse and Germanic myths 
300 - 399 Social sciences 
326 The negro 
341.1 United Nations 
361 Red Cross 
372.4 Speech development and correction 
394.2 Holiday readings 
398 Folk tales 
398.2: Legends 
400 - 499 Languages· 
440 French language records 
460 Spanish language records 
500 - 599 Pure science 
5n Ar.i thmetic· 
520 htronomy 
598.2· Bird songa 
600 - 699 
Fewr records: are classed in these numbers. Few 
non-music records are classed here'. 
700 - 799 Fine arts: 
See 700 1 s; under Music RecordSl on pag6'32as· most 
records' in thisJ el.ass fa'll in musie-. 
800 - 899 Literature 
808.5' PUblic speaking 
808.8 Collections' of general literature readings 
811 Poetry readings., American 
812' Drama readings, American 
815 Orations, American 
821 Poetry readings, English 
822' Drama readings, English 
822.3 Readings from Shakespeare 
~-- ........ , 
900 - 999 History 
921Biography 
973-979 American history 
E Stories for. · the primary grades 
F' Fiction 
(See Appendix for sample set) 
2'. Classify music records according to the Dewey 
Classif.ication scheme. Most school music recordings will fall 
into the following classes. 
782.li Opera 
782.8 Operetta, Musicali shows 
783 Church and sacred music, including orator·io, 
hymns:,. anthems, carols: 
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784 Other vocal music,, solo anc:l choral except popullar.· 
s.ongs;. 
784.4 National songs, folk music, patriotic lllUsic. 
784.8 Collections: of children 1 s s:ongff, such aS' 
nursery rhymes, song collections for use in 
e]ementary music collections. 
785 Records explaining the orchestra and its; various 
instruments:. Records about one instrument 
designed to teach its identification are 
classed here rather than in the class number for 
that instrument. 
785.1 All orchestral music exc·ept sacred or· popular 
dance music. Orchestral mus:i.c designed for· 
ballet is: classed here. Orchestral music 
designed and pUl','chased fotr rhythmic inter• 
pretation is; !'!e! classed here, but in 793.3'. 
785 .,J' All. popular music, vocal, ptiano, :i.n&trumenta>l 
music for · ballroom dancing. 
78eJ, Music for· keyboard instruments, as piano, organ, 
harpsichord. 
787 Music for stringed instruments 
788 Music for wind instruments. Music played by 
a brass band is classed here even if originall7 
c0mposed for another instrument. 
789 Music for percussion instruments 
793.3 Folk dancing, square dancing, tap dancing, 
studY of meter and rhythm, musical stories 
designed for rhythmic interpretation. 
B. Choice of Entry 
'llhe· same rules: that apply to books for es:tablishing a 
main entry heading apply to non-music records. As in 
books it may be author, editor, compiler, title, so in 
, records it may be author, editor, compiler, title. 
11Non-musicall records are treated much as their corre-
sponding literary counterpart. Separate works on 
opposite sides of a record are cataloged individually 
with appropriate notes on each as for books bound 
together·. 11 !/ 
l/Ake:rrs, op;. cit., P:• li37. 
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Music records, however, require special rules. These 
are listed below: 
' 1. Enter a single musical work or the collected works of a 
composer under the name of the composer.1f For example: 
~· Strauss comes to Boston, a collection of Strauss 
waltzes, is entered under Strauss. In popular music, 
the label ma;r read, ~'words and mllSic by Smith and Jones 
or "Rodgers - Hart"• The final name listed is chosen, 
as it is most frequently the composer.Y For example: 
Siboney, by Morse and Lecuona, is entered under Lecuona. 
2. Eriter a folk song or traditional merlody under· its 
title.JI For example: Dance of greeting, a Danish fGlk 
dance, is entered under ~ .2! greeting. 
3. Enter a collection of musical works b~ several composers 
under the over-all title of. the collection, if it has 
one.!V' For example:: The heart of the piano concerto, 
a collection of excerpts from concertos by a number of 
composers, is entered under Heart !f the piano concerto. 
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!/American Librar,r Association Division of Cataloging and Classification, 
A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries, Rule 12A, P• 28. 
g/Librar,r of Congress Descriptive Cataloging Division, Rules for Descrip-
tive Cataloging in the Libra;r of Congress-Phonorecords, 9a:2, p. 1. 
J/Virginia Clarke, Non-Book Libra;r Materials, Laborator,y School Library, 
North Texas State College, Denton, Texas, 1953, P• 70. · 
• 
• 
4. Two or more works by different composers which are 
issued on one disc without an over-all title are each 
cataloged individually.1/ A note is put on all cards 
listing the other selections issued on the disc. The 
first selection on the lower num.b.er side is chosen as 
35 
principal entry, and is typed on the l.Ulion shel:t list · 
card with tracing of all added entries on the back of it. 




and are tied to ·the union shelf list card. An additional 
author index card is made :for each s election on the 
card. 
Dukas , Paul ~ 
The sorcerer ' s apprentice (Scherzo for orches- , 
tra) Warwick S~mphony Orchestra . Camden , Cal ll8 ~ 
1/2 s . 12 ' 3~h rpm 
With : Moussorgsky , Night on Bare Mountai n ; 
Ayc§~el ' RapffldJJ:pi&spagno~flcoln Price 
Brooks Hospital Lindley El. Proximity 
Caldwell Hunter Lindley Jr. Senior 
Ceasar Cone Irving Park Mel ver Sternberger 
Central Jones Moore Terra Cotta 
Dudley Jonesboro Peck Washington 
Edgeville 
Figure 8. Principal Entry for Union Sheif List to which 
Additional Cards are Attached. Tracing for all 
Additional Entries is on Back of this Card 
y'Akers, .22• cit., P• 137 ~ 
m 
I




Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
A night on Bare Mountain - fantasia; Warwick 
Symphony Orchestra. Camden, Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12 11 33 1/3 rpm 
With: Dukas, Sorcerer's apprentice; Ravel, 
Rapsodie Espagnole. 
Ravel, Maurice 
Rapsodie Espagnole; Warwick Symphony Orche~tr~ 
Camden, Cal 118. 
1 s. 1211 33 1/3 rpm 
nuit, Malaguena, Contents: Prelude a la 
Habanera, Feria (Festival) 
With: Dukas, Sorcerer's 
Night on Bare ' Mountain. 
I 
apprentice; Moussorg3 kJ, 
Figure 9. Additional Author Entries to be Attached to Main 





cr~ Assignment of Call Number for Musical. and Non-musical Records; 
!s the records are not assigned an accesSion number, each 
must have a dis.tinctive call number' to aid in identification. 
The call number is made up of the initials; pR for phonograph 
record, or· ERA for phonograph record album, followed by the 
Dewey classification number. The third Jline of the call 
number represents the main entry as taken from the Cutter-
Sanborn three figure author· table. This· number is shortened 
to one or two figures; whenever possible. To give a dis,_ 
tinctive call number, it is sometimes necessary to add an 
initial letter for title and a number to the ~etter. For 
example, Tchaikovski r s Nutcracker Suite has the cal~ 
number PR 785.1 ~24n. This version of the Nutcracker Suite 
has Skater's Waltz: and William Tell Overture on the reverse .-:;:~..;;.;;;.....;;;._ 
side. A later version of Nutcracker Suite has Peer ~ 
Suite on its reverse side. For this later version the call 
number must have a digit added to distinguish it from the 
first recording. The call number for the later recording 
therefore is PR 785.1 T24n2. 
When a school has more than one copy of a record, copy 
numbers are assigned and number of copies is recorded on 
union shelf list. When the second copy is added to a 
school collection at a later date, a note is sent to the 
librarian to add it to her shelf list. 
~b prevent assignment of the same number to two different 
recordings, a temporary card with call number assigned is 
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inserted in the union shelf ·list at the time of cataloging. 
This card is withdrawn when union shelf list is filed. 
D. Transcription of Title 
1. ~-musical records. Non-musical records are treated as 
books, taking the title from the disc label or record 
holder as it would be taken from the title page in books. 
z. Musical records. Form a conventional title for musical 
recordings entered under composer. "Conventional titles 
are formulated for musical works on phonorecords, unless 
the work is entered under its title or the arranger ••• 
It is given in order that all the editions and arrangements 
of a composition. ma;r be brought together in the catalog."]/ 
This conventional title is necessary because of ~ 
variations in WDrding and language of titles of musical 
selections, and insures all arrangements and variations of 
a work being filed together. This conventional title in-
eludes the title, number of composition, ke.y, and opus 
number if these are given on record or can be ascertained 
with a reasonable amount of searching. If the title is 
given in English and a foreign language, use the English 
title as the conventional title. Put this conventional 
title in brackets on the second typed line of the catalog 
cards. 





On the third line, transcribe the title as taken from 
the label of disc or its cover.~ If a record contains 
excerptsJ from a' larger work, give the conventional title 
of the larger work followed by the word Selections. If 
the title on the disc or cover is identical with the 
conventional title as previously established, do not put 
the conventional title on the card. 
Examples: Schubert, Franz· Peter 
(Symphony no. 8 in B minor) 
The unfinished symphony 
Skilton, Charles Sanford 
<SUite primevaL Selections) 
Deen· da.nce and 'War· dance from "Suite 
primevali.•' 
'Dehaikovski, Peter Il!yieh 
(Nutcracker suite~ op. 71) 
Casse-noisette, op. 7] (Nutcracker suite) 
E'e. Statement of Pe:rformers for· a-11 Records, Milsd.cal and 
Non-musical 
Jfter the title and separated from it by a semi-colon 
give a. statement a:s to performers, conductors, etc. as 
taken from the record label or cover. 
EJcample, Music: Siegmeister, · Elie 
Ozark set;; Philharmonia Orchestra of 
Hamburg, conducted by Hans:-Jurgen Walther. 
Example, Non-music: Marlowe, Christopher 
Dr. Faustus.;: the Classic Theatre 
Guild, adapted and directed by Elayne 
Carroll and Robert M. Culp. 
F. Imprint for all Records, Musical and Non-musical 
Give short name of company issuing record, as Victor, 
Columbia, etc. Follow this by album number, or record 
number if a single disc. "The imprint for the record 
consists of the trade name of the publisher, album or 
record number ••• The rec0rd number is given on the label, 
the matrix number is cut into the disc and is not 
included in the catalog description.'' !/ When several 
numbers· are given on a record, choose the most prominent 
one. The matrix number (cut into the record itself) is 
never given unless it is· the only number on the record. 
Examples: Young People 1 s Records, 311 
M-G-M, E3J..41 
Victor, MJV 141 
G. Collation for all Records, Musical and Non-musical 
Give the number of albums, if more than one, the 
number of sides or parts of s~des, the size in inches, 
the revolutions per minute, the series, if important. ~ 
Use abbreviations as shown in the examples. 
Examples: 1/2 s. 1211 33 1/3 rpm 
2· albums 12 s. 1211 78 rpm 
2 s. 1211 33 1/3 rpm (Ethnic Folkways Library) 
H. Wotes for all Records, Musical and Non-musical 
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Make a contents note for records or albums which include 
a number of selections. "Contents are given for single 
.!/Ibid. · 
g(Library of Congress, op. cit., Rule 9a:6A, p. 3. 
.... -~--
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recordS; or albums: if the,r include several songs, speeches, 
ar a number of short instrumental pieces .u: 1/ When one 
disc contains a number of selections which have no overall 
title and are therefore cataloged individuallty", make a 
~note. ~en two musical words are on the same disc, 
each one is cataloged separately, and as; the last note 
on each entry there is a note about the other work, 
introduced by the word 'With', and including the author 
and title of the other." g/ This note is the last note 
and ]ists; all other s:elections on the: disc. 'J/ .Is i.n 
books, explanatory nates may be made when necessary. Do 
not make notes: as to automatic or manual sequence, micro-
groove~ length of time needed to play the: record. There 
iso no call for this; type of information in the~ school 
libraries of this studY. .IJ.l s;chools are equipped with 
3 speed playback machines, and the teachers do not feel 
it essential for the time to be noted. Open shelf 
arrangement allOW$ for· quick checks. 
Example: Slegm.eister, ·Elie 
0Z'al'k set; Philharmonia Orchestra of Hamburg, 
conducted by Hans-Jurgen lfalther. M~-M, E 3141. 
Jl/2 s • 12 n· 3 3 1/3 rpm 
1/Akers, op. cit., P• 139. 
£i.Ibid., pp. 139-140 • 
.J/Library of Congress, .Q12.. cit., Rule 9a=-7S;, P• 7 • 
- I 
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Contents: Morning d,n the hills, Camp meeting, 
Lazy afternoon, Saturday night. 
With: Hanson, Symphony no. 1 11 The Nordi.c 11 ; 
Skilton, Deer dance and War dance from ttSuite 
primeval.". 
I. Added Entries for all Records, Musical and Non-musical 
When the yearly ph"nograph ·record order vas placed by 
the supervisors, consultation with them provided suggestions 
for added entries. These are noted beside the title of 
record on the duplicate copy of the order which was 
placed and is kept for checking in the records. 
1. Non-musical records. Make added entries for non-musical 
records in the same way such entries are made for 
"books. 
2. Musical records. For added entries for music records 
follow these rules: 
a. Subject Entries 
Make added subject entries as in books, using 
the same subject headings and checking authority 
file. 11Subject headings are taken from 1Sears 1 
List of Subject Headings'".!/ Always give subject 
entry for folk music and dances under the name of 
the country. 
b. Musical Form Entries 
Make general ~ ~ references to shelves 
and shelf list for musical forms which fall 
!(Akers, op. cit., P• 140. 
• into the classification scheme. 
Example: OPERA 
For recordings of OPERA see 
phonograph rec·ords on the shelves 
or phonograph record shelf list 
cards numbered 782.1. 
Make added form entries for records which 
will not be taken care of by the general ~ 
also reference cards. For example, the :form 
heading NmRO SPmiTUALS would be used as 
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there is no class number limited to spirituals. 
Spiri tua.ls are classified with other folk and 
national music is· 784.4. The same holds true 
:for such headings as SUITE, CHAMBER MUSIC, 
VIOLIN MUSIC. Do not make form headings when 
the heading is synonymous with the first word 
of the title, as Sympho~v number~ -~! minor. 
c. Title Entries 
Since the teachers using the records call 
:for them most frequently by title, make title 
entries for practically all titles and aQ1 
variations of the titles that are prominent on 
the record or record or record folder. . "Added 
entries may be made :for all commonly known 
titles of the same story, folk tale, poem or 
musical composition that differ from the 
label title." Y Make titl7 entries for 
individual selections within a suite that 
may be called for by title. · "Added entries 
are made for distinctive excerpt titles. g;· 
Make title analytic entries for individual 
selections on a disc which has the main 
entry under title. 11A..malytics should be made 
for all titles if different ~ u{/ Individual 
title analytics may be omitted for albums 
which include a large number of short 
selections, as nursery rhymes, if approved 
by the supervisor that ordered the record. 
In the tracing for these title analytics on 
the back of the union shelf list, follow 
the title with the last name of the composer, 
separated from it by a dash. 
d. Composer Analytic Entries 
1(Clarke, OE• cit., p. 71. 
,y'J!2M., p •. 75 
Make composer analytics for individual 
44 
.J/Eunice Keen, Manual for Use in the Cataloging and Classification of 
Audio-Visual Materials for ~High School Librari~unice Keen, Lakeland, 
Florida, 1955, p. 26. 
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selections on a disc which has main entry under 
over-all title, if the composers are prominent 
and likely to be s;tudied in the music program. 
In the tracing for these titles on the back 
of the union shelf list, follow the composer's 
complete name with the title, separated from 
it by a dash. 
e. Performer and Conductor Entries 
I 
Do not make entries for artist, orchestra, 
conductor~ etc., unless the artist is also 
collector, composer or in some way more than 
a performer. For example, Historic. a~ America ~ 
Song, collected and s~g by B~~ Ive~' - is 
entered under title but has added entry under 
Ives. 
J. Pencil the w:ord index in upper · right hand corner 
of shelf card as an indication · to typist that title 
index cards: are needed. File author index cards;. 
K. Proceed as' for records already cataloged. See 
s:ection I under Procedure for Cataloger, B through E, 
pages: 26-27. 
III. Record Collections Owned by the S~pervisors of Music 
and Physical Education 
The supervisors of music and physical education 
purchase a few records each year. These are sent to 
the library department for cataloging. Catalog these 
as: other records are cataloged, adding Music Supervisors 
Office or Pgrsical Education Office to union shelf list 
card. Since there are two offices, one each for white 
and negro schools for the supervision of elemen~ music, 
add the initial !f or ! to the union shelf list card to 
indicate which office owns the record. When a supervisor 
buys a record for her office collection, catalog cards are 
s:ent to each school she supervises. When cataloging these 
records, consult the subject authority file for any subjects 
used, and place a check after all schools that will receive 
a set of cards. Keep a statistical count of all records 
cataloged for office collections of the supervisors. 
Procedure for typist. Each school has a collection of recordS 
in its library. The records are cataloged as books are for the die-
tionary card catalog with sets of catalog cards made in the library 
department for each school. Each supervisor also has a record collec-
tion in his office. To eRable a school to borrow these records from 
the supervisor, catalog cards for them are filed in the school 
catalog. 
I. Records Added to Supervisor's Collection 
When a new record is cataloged for a supervisor's 
.. 
office, make a set of catalog cards for every school under 
his supervision. Stamp the title of the supervisor's office 
46 
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in upper right-hand corner of all cards; - "Music Supervisor r s 
Of£ice11 or "Physical Education Office. 11 If any school under 
his supervision has a copy of this record alrea~, send the 
school a note as follows. 
Please add (School name) and ttitle of office) 
, to the upper right hand corner of all Catalog cards and 




Figure 10. Note for Record Alreaqy Cataloged 
Send a shelf list ca.mi only to the supervisors when they 
add a new record. Whereas the physical education supervisor 
has supervision over all grades, the music supervisors are 
concerned with the elementary schools on~. 
II. Records Added to a School Collection 
When a school adds a new record, make a complete 
set of catalog cards for it. If the record is alreaqy 
. e · 
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owned by a supervisor of that school, the school 
already has catalog cardS for it and will not need 
an additional set of cards. Instead send a note 
to the school as follo~: 
Please add (School name) in the upper right 





Figure 11. Note for New Record Added to 
School.' s Collection 
The supervisor· of physical. education has in his 
offic&a union shelf list of all records in all 
schools classified in 785.3, the number for popular· 
I 
dance mrosic, and 793.3, the number for fo]k, square, 
tap dancing and rhythms. The· first time a . record in 
these elasso numbers· is cataloged, send a union shelf 
lisffi card for it to the physical education supervisor 
with the name of the school receiving the record 
A. Type ~phonograph record cards on salmon cards. 
B. Cut a stencil if more than ten cards are to be made. 
c. Type main entry card, copying it from the union 
shelf list card. Use the usual spacing for catalog 
cards. When information is; too long to go on card 
use an extension eard and tie it to main card • 
checked. As other schools add the : record to their 
collection, send the physical education supervisor a 
note as follows, so that he may keep his union shelf 
list up to date. 
PHYSICAL EW::ATION SUPBRVISOR 




has been added to the following scbool(s). 
Cmx:K YOUR SHa.F LIST. 
Figure ]2. Note to Supervisor for Shelf List 
' 
III. Detail for Typing eatalog Cards· 
A. Type al2 phonograph record cards on salhnon cards. 
B. Cut a stencil if more than ten cards are to be made. 
C. Type main entry card, copying it from the union 
shelf list card. Use the usual spacing for catalog 
cards. When information is too long to go on card 







Listening activities, vol. 2 for primary grades. 
Victor, E78 
8 s. 10" 78 rpm 
Contents: Of a tailor and a bear, by MacDowell 
Wild horseman, by Schumann. Spinning songs, and 
Little hunters, by Kullak. Waltz in A flat, by 
Brahms. Light cavarly overture, by Von Suppe. 
Serenata, by Moszkowski. Waltzing doll, by 
Poldini. Melody in F, by Rubinstein. Andantino, 
see next card 
F'igure ].3. Main Entry Card 
· L77v2 Listening 2 
1 by Thomas. Evening bells, by Kullak. Elfin dance, ; 
by Grieg. Golliwogg's cake walk and Little 
shepherd from "Children's corner" by Debussy. 
Hurdy-gurdy man, from "Kaleidoscope" by GooseBS. 
Berceuse, by Jarnefelt. Fairy pipers, Tame ·bear, 
Moths and butterflies, from Wand of youth suites, 
by Elgar. 
Figure JJ4. Extension, Card 
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n:. Copy the tracing from the back of the union shelf 
lis:t card on the back of the main card. If. all the 
tracing will not fit em the back of the main card, 
continue it on the back of the first title card and 
put a note on back of main card: "See back of first 
• 
title ear d." 
E~ Make a complete set of cards; from the tracing, typi.Qg 
PRA 
one card for each item in the tracing, plus a shelf 
lis.t card. The shelf list card will be just like 
the main card except that the tracing is not put on 
the back. Notes are omitted and date cataloged and 
cost of record added. In typing author and composer 
analytics, contents note may be omitted - See 
1 l 
example for form. ~ 
. 785.1 
L77v2 
Of a tailor and a bear -MacDowell 
Listening activities, vol. 2 for pr~ary grades. 
Victor, E78 
8 s. 10" 78 rpm 
Figure 15. Analytic Card 
yc larke, 2E.. ill·, p. 127. 
Boston University-
School of Education 
; ,.;._~,.,.~ Li braryj ~aw.rif 
F. Some records have several selections on them with no 
over-all title. A complete set of catalog cards 
(with the exception of the shelf list) must be typed 
for each musical selection. When this is necessary, 
the main cards for additional s·ets are attached to 
the union she_lf list for the first selection. The 
tracing for al~ sets is on the back of the main card 
for the first selection. The main cards of the ad-
ditional sets are in this tracing, followed by 
tracing for the other cards in each set. 
PR 
785.1 
D87 Dukas, Paul 
The sorcerer's apprentice CScherzo for 
orchestra) Warwick Symphony Orchestra. Camden, 
Cal ua. 
1/2 s. 12" 3~ rpm 
With: Moussorgsky, Night on Bare Mountain; 
Ravel, Rapsodie Espagnole. 
Figure ]6. Main Card for First Selection 
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t 
Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
' t: Night on Bare Mountain 
Ravel, Maurice 




Figure 17 . · Tracing on back of Main Card 
-
Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
A night on Bare Mountain - fantasia; Warwick 
Symphony Orchestra. C&llllen, Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12'' 3~ rpm 
With: Dukas, Sorcerer's apprentice; Ravel, 
Rapsodie Espagnole. 




D87 Ravel, Maurice 
Rapsodie Espagnole; Warwick Symphony Orches-
tra. Calilden, Cal 118. 
1 s. 12" ~ rplll 
Contents: Prelude a la nuit, Malaguena, 
Habanera, Feria <Festival) 
With: Dukas, Sorcerer's apprentice: 
Moussorgsky, Night on Bare Mountain. 
Figure 19. Main Card for Additional Set 
G. When 2:~ c. or Jc., etc. follows the school name on the 
shelf ]ist, the record is a duplicate of another 
record already in the school. Cards are already in 
the catalog for it, so no catalog cards are made. 
Book card and pocket are typed as usual with copy 
number added to call number. (See record label for 
this). Note is sent in pocket to school librarian 
to add copy ~ to her Self list. 
54 
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· Librarian. ____________________ School. ______________ _ 






PLEASE ADD IT TO YOm SHII..F LIST. 
Figur~ 20, Note to Librarian for Duplicate Record 
H. Type book card, using salmon cards and including the 
following: 
J:. Call number 
2·. Composer • s last name (or main entry if other than 
composer) 
3. Record number. This is found on the catalog cards 
after the name of the manufacturer of the record. 
It is placed. in the upper right hand corner of the 
book card •. 
• 4. Title of record 
5. If several selections are catalog~d separately on one 
record, list all composers and short titles on book card 
~·· 
56 
· Cal 118 
WKAS 
AUTHOR 
The Sorcerer's apprentice 
~i~ M k N. h B : oussorgs y, ~. 19 t on are 
IMn,.,...,....,,.,. o ........ 1 o .. ~_...,.,u ... 1:'.~-..... .,.,.., 
PR 
785 .. 1 Cal 118 
DATE DUE 
.L . 
BORROWER'S NAME • 
ROOM 









GAYLOIID NO . •• 
"l Figure 22. Pocket 
Figure 21. Book .Card 
i. Type book pocket with all the information that is on 
book card except the title. If the record has several 
titles, more than can go on the book card, put them on 
the pocket instead. 
J. If union shelf list card has index penciled in upper 
right corner, type a title index card for all titles 
listed in the tracing. Make these on salmon cards and 
include the call number, title of selection, composer's 






FilMS AND FilMSTRIPS 
Selection and Purchase 
Films are selected and purchased by the director of audio-visual 
education after consultation with teachers and supervisors. Selection 
is based mainly on preview discussions. These films are purchased from 
funds allocated to the department. Filmstrips are purchased almost in 
toto by the individual schools from instructional materials funds. A 
few filmstrips are occasionally purchased by the audio-visual aids 
department. These are ones with limited demand. When the department 
was first organized, ma.ny filmstrips were purchased and loaned. However, 
low cost and frequent use justifies ownership by the school as a more 
desirable situation. 
Receipt in Library Department 
Films and filmstrips are sent to the library department from the 
audio-visual department, the individual schools, or the purchasing 
department. The initial source of receipt depends upon the source of 
order placement. 
Receipt of films. Films are received and invoices approved in 
the audio-visual department. They are then delivered to the library 
department for cataloging. When they are cataloged, the films are 







































K. Type a gummed label with call number and attach to 
each record. I;f there are several discs in an album, 
add a digit below the call number. The lowest numbered 
disc is record I, the next lowest is record 2, etc. 
L. After typing is completed give to cataloger for revision. 
M. After revision, paste pocket in lower left corner of 
record folder, for single records, or on inside front 
cover of albums. Do not place pocket over important 
printed material. Mark call number on spine of albums. 
Put 3/4 inch ~s~ic tape .around outside edges of paper 
and cardboard record folders. Do not put a date s·lip 
on the record. 
N. Prepare records for delivery to schools as follows: 
1. Sort records by school. 
r 2. Record on school stati~tic sheet the date and 
number of albums and single records being delivered. 
3. Mark 11delivered 11 on original record order for each 
disc. For those records sent in from schools for 
cataloging, mark as delivered on original catalog-
ing request form that was sent in with the record. 
.. 
CHAPTER IV 
FIIMS AND FilMSTRIPS 
Selection and Purchase 
Films are selected and purchased by the director of audio-visual 
education after consultation with teachers and supervisors. Selection 
is based mainly on preview discussions. These films are purchased from 
funds allocated to the department. Filmstrips are purchased almost in 
toto by the individual schools from instructional materials funds. A 
few filmstrips are occasionally purchased by the audio-visual aids 
department. These are ones with limited demand. When the department 
was first organized, many filmstrips were purchased and loaned. However, 
low cost and fre~uent use justifies ownership by the school as a more 
desirable situation. 
Receipt in Library Department 
Films and filmstrips are sent to the library department from the 
audio-visual department, the individual schools, ·or the purchasing 
department. The initial source of receipt depends upon the source of 
order placement. 
Receipt of films. Films are received and invoices approved in 
the audio-visual department. They are then delivered to the library 
department for cataloging. When they are cataloged, the films are 
graded by the cataloger as sui table !'or primary, elementary, junior 
60 
high, or senior high schools. Catalog cards are then made and sent 
only to those schools that· lfOuld be borrowing the particular film. 
This same procedure is fo owed for filmstrips, slides, or discs pur-
chased by the audio-visual department. 
I 
I Recei t of filmstri s. Filmstrips purchased by the school through 
. I 
the Office of Purchase an Contract are sent from that office with the 
~riginal requisition to e library department. The cataloger cheeks 
I 
the filmstrips against th original requisition for correct filling 
of the order and then st s the school name on the filmstrip can. 
fhe requisition is then r turned to the Office of FVrchase and Con-
: 
tract with indications ma e as to the items received. 
Some filmstrips are urchased directly from the source by the 
individual schools. do not go through the p1:1rchasing department 
office, but come directl from the school to the librar,r department 
I 
for cataloging. Proper · dication is filed at this time with the library 
department by the librar'an of the school. The form required for this 
purpose is noted below ( ee Figure 25, page 61). The form takes the 
place of the original in oice or requisition for purchase which accom-
panies such materials wh n received from other departments and charged 
to the school's budget. 
/~·~----------------------~------------------------------~------------~6~1~----~ 
.. ·--...... . . 
---
Fcrm t-012 
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Film and filmstrips are cataloged and classified in the central 
libr~ department in a manner similar to the procedure established 
for books. The films are housed in the central audio-visual aids 
department and may be borrowed by the various schools. Filmstrips, 
in the main, are owned by the schools and are housed in the school 
library. These materials leave the library departmen.t with their 
card catalog cards and all ready for circulation. 
Card files maintained. Each school library has a dictionary 
catalog which includes author, title, and subject cards for the films 
and filmstrips, also. However, this type of material is indicated 
quickly by using blue cards in the files instead of the traditional 
white used for books. 
Cards for each new piece of material added to the system are made 
in the library department for the following guides~ 
1. A union shelf list card is made for all items cataloged. It 
includes the names of all schools and/ or audio-visual department owning 
the item. All the information to appear on the main catalog card is 
on this shelf list card, with added entries placed on the back o:f the 
card. These shelf list cards are filed in the audio-visual and library 
departments. All items owned by the department are in one file, many of 
which have school ownership checked also. The shelf list cards for those 
materials owned only by the schools are in a separate file. This pro-
cedure facilitates the taking of inventory. 
FS 
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I Island people of Middl e America . SVE , 1954 . 
50 fr . color . el-j h-sh. Text . (Middle 
America ser i es) 
Focuses on the economic and 
importance of the West I1dies . 
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Figure 26. Union Shelf List Card 
I WEST INDIES 
series 
Figure 27 ~ Verso of ·union Shelf List Card 
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2j. The author index card is like the union shelf list card 
except that school names and tracings are omitted. It, too, is filed 
in the audio~visual department. 
FS 
917 . 29 
I Island people of Middl e America. SVE , 1954 . 
50 fr. color. el-j h-sh . Text. HUddl e 
America ser ies) 
Focuses on the economic and political 
importance of the West I ndies . Depicts l ife 
in c i ty and count r y. 
Figure 2"8. , Author Index Card 
3'• The same subject authority file (see page25) maintained in 
the cataloging department for books and phonograph records is used 
as a subject authority for subject headings assigned to the films~ 
and filmstrips. In this· way, with the interfiling of the major types 
of instructional materials in the one school card catalog, instru~-
tional mat erials on one subject axe brought together regardless of 
location or types 
.. • -
·" 


























Figure 29. Subject Authorit.Y Card 
Procedure for cataloger. The cataloger is to use the following 
s,tep-by-step procedure: 
I • Check author index and shelf list files to determine if film 
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or filmstrip is new to the system. If it has been previously cataloged, 
then 
A. Pull the union shelf list card and check it for school or 
department acquiring it. 
B. Check subjects· under which the item is cataloged in the 
subject authority file. If it is the first time that 
subject is being ~ed in a school, place a check by the 
school name and make any necessary cross references which 
are indicated on this subject card. When an item is being 




check all the s·chools that will be receiving the cards 
for the item. 
C. Stamp the filmstrip cans on the bottom, using rubber 
stamp with school name and indelible stamp pad;· also 
stamp the underside of the cover and the label pasted 
on the can. 
D. Stamp the school name and call number on the printed 
pamphlet film or filmstrip guides. These guides are 
housed· in the vertical files of the school libr~. 
E. Give the material to the typist who will type the 
necess:~ cards along with a small gummed label in-
dicating the call number to be attached to the top of 
the can. 
II. If the film or filnistrip is not found in the author index 
file, catalog and classify it, making the union shelf list 
card and the author index card. 
A. Classification. Classify according to the Dewey Decimal 
System, as the books are classified. "Many librarians 
have found the Dewey Decimal Classification Syatem 
adaptable to films, especially since this system is used 
by the Educational Film Guide. Filmstrips, recordings, 
and maps may also be classified according to the Dewey 
scheme. 11 y · 
]/Margaret I. Rufsvold, Audio-Visual School Library Service, American 
tibrary Association, Chicago, 1949, p. 55 • 
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If the item is not listed in the Wilson guides, con-
sult the printed pamphlet guide for teachers that 
usually accompanies such items, the publisher's 
catalog or consult with the director of the audio-
visual department who has previewed the material. 
B. Choice of Entry. Enter a film or filmstrip under the 
title. When several filmstrips are purchased as a 
complete series, they may be cataloged under the 
series as the main entry, with a contents note listing 
each filmstrip title and added entry for each film-
s.trip title. "Filmstrips issued in a series may be 
cataloged as a collection under the latest title of 
the series." Y If the film or filmstrip does not 
have a title, supply one and enclose it in brackets. 
C. Assignment 2.£ call number. The call number is made up 
of the words FIIM or FS (filmstrip) followed by the 
Dewey classification number and the initial letter of 
the main entry. 
D·. Transcription of the title. Transcribe the title as 
it appears on the film or filmstrip. Include any sub-
titles or alternative titles. 
E. Imprint. Give as the publisher the name of the indi-
vidual, company, institution, or organization responsible 
1/Susan G. Akers, Simple Library Cataloging, 4th ed., American Library 
Issociation, Chicago, 1954, P• 143. 
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for the film 1s production. This publisher is usually 
referred to on the title frame or in the printed 
guide as producer or sponsor. Give the copyright 
date (c) or release date, if the copyright date is not 
obtainable, e.g. Encyclopedia Britannica, c]954; Proct~or 
and Gamble, 1955 (release). 
F. Collation. For films, give running time, sound or 
silent, abbreviated as ~· or ~· For filmstrips, give 
the number of frames, abbreviated as fr. For all mater-
ials, follow these items with the word color, if in 
color; with abbreviations f?r the grade level, E for 
primary, el for elementary, ~for junior high, ~for 
senior high, adult if suitable for the general public; 
with the word ~ for fi]mstrips that have printed 
captions on them; and with the word guide when a 
printed guide for teachers is included. The name of 




. c Cures and colds. Pfizer Lab~ratories, n.d • 
50 fr. color. el-jh-sh . Guide. 
Figure ,30. Collation Form for Filmstrip 
.------.... .... 
' 




M Michael discovers the magnet. Encyclopa.edia 
Britannica, 1955. 
11 mi n. sd. p-el. Guide. 
Figure 31. Collation Form for Film 
G. Notes. Most of the films and filmstrips require a short 
descriptive note indicating the content. A descriptive 
note must be made if the title does not reveal the sub-
ject of the film or filmstrip readily, or if there is no 
guide to go with the film or filmstrip. 
H. Added entries. Make additional carqs with subject entries 
as is done for books. Check for the subject heading in 
the subject authority file maintained for books. When 
cataloging a filmstrip for an individual school, check 
that school name in subjec\ authority f i le. When cat-
aloging a film or filmstrip for the audio-visual depart-
ment, check bes.ide the school name all schools to receive 




are determined by the grading in the collation. For 
example, cards are sent to all primary and elementary 
schools for a: film graded p-el; these schools would be 
checked on the subject authority card for the subjects. 
under which this film is cataloged. Make title entries 
for distinctive filmstrips. For those filmstrips with 
a: main entr,r under a series, make title entries for 
each sub-title. Make the series entry only if the 
series is important and does not in wording repeat the 
first word of the subject entry. When the film or film-
strip has been developed from a book, make an added 
entry for the author of the book. 
I. Continue the cataloging as noted under Procedure for 
Cataloger I, B through E, on pages 65-66. 
II!. The cataloger is to keep a record of the number and kind 
of items cataloged for the audio-visual department for 
annual report purposes. A total of those cataloged for 
the individual schools is recorded on a Record of Materials 
Cataloged (see Figure 32) sheet at the time of delivery to 
the school. This record is kept in the school folder in 













Greensboro Public Schools 
Library Deportment 
RECCRD OF NEW MATERIAlS CATALOOED IN DEP1Jt'IMENT 
Note here total humber of new books, film 
strips, single records, record albums, films 
when making out delivery ticket. Do not note 
books sent buck after correction1 etc. This 
is record only of materials cntuloged. 


















Procedure f'or typist. Since the card catalogs in the school 
libraries contain in one alphabet all cards f'or books, f'~, f'ilrnstrips, 
and phonograph records, these cards are all typed with similar indentions, 
and closely approximate one another in f'orm. 
Catalog cards f'or f'ilms and f'ilrnstrips are distinguished by a blue 
color. Since the majority of' the f'il.m.s and a number of' the f'ilmstrips 
belong to the audio-visual department, the catalog cards f'or them are 
not marked as to ownership. .Any unmarked blue card indicates the item is 
located in the f'ilm department. Cards f'or materials owned by t.he schools, 
however, have the school name stamped in the upper right-hand corner of 
all cards. When both the audio-visual department and the school own 
identical f'ilmstrips, the catalog cards have the name of' the school and 
Film Dept. stamped in the upper right-hand corner. 
When a f'ilm or f'ilmstrip is added to the audio-visual department, 
proceed as follows: 
1. Type a set of catalog cards for those schools not checked on 
the union shelf list card whose grade level corresponds to that 
noted on the shelf list card. These cards do not have any name 
stamped in the upper right-hand corner. 
2. Type a note for those schools that are checked on the union shelf 
list card, indicating that they already own a copy of the film-
strip and have cards in their catalog, with instructions for the 
school librarian to add Film Dept. to the upper right-hand corner 
of all catalog and shelf list cards in the files for that item • 
-~--
Please add--_.(F~i~l-m~De~p~t~·w>----~in the upper right 
hand corner of all Catalog cards and Shelf-list cards 




Figure 33. Note to Librarian when Material is 
Added to the Audio-Visual Department 
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When a film or filmst:r:ip is added to the school collection, proce'ed 
as follows: 
1. Type a complete set of catalog cards for the school if the ~ 
Dept. is not checked on the union shelf list. Stamp the school 
name in the upper right-hand corner of all cards. 
2. Type a note for that school librarian to stamp the school name 
and~ Dept. on the catalog cards and shelf list card that is 
already in that school catalog if ~ Dept. is checked on the 
union shelf list card. 
• 
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Please add _<~Sc=h~oo:.:l=-=n-=a ... me._)--._ and <Film Dept.} 
in, the upper right hand corner of all Catalog cards and 




Figure 34. Note to Librarian when Material is Added 
to the School Collection 
The typist is to follow detail noted below in the preparation of 
catalog ·cards for films and filmstrips: 
1. Type all film and filmstrip items on blue cards. 
2. Cut a stencil if more than 10 cards need to be made. 
3. Type the main entry card, copying it · from the union shelf list 
card. Copy the tracing on the verso side. When cutting a 
stencil, this tracing may go on the front of the card, located 
• 
at the first indention of the line just above the rod hole. 
4. Type a complete set of cards from the tracing noted. Do not 
mru{e a shelf list card for films owned by the audio-visual 
department, but make shelf list cards for filmstrips. 
5. If the item being cataloged is owned by a school, stamp the 
school name in the upper right hand corner on all cards. If it 
belongs to the audio-visual department, leave the upper corner 
blank. 
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6. TYPe the call number on a small gummed label and attach it to 
the top of the filmstrip can. Do not cover the school name 
, 
or title of the filmstrip with this label. Apply a thin coat 
of plastic glue over the gummed label to protect it from smudging. 
7. All cards and material are g,iven to the cataloger for revision of 
typing. 
a. After revision, prepare the items for delivery to the schools as 
follows: 
a. Sort materials and catalog cards by schools. 
b. Record on the school statistics sheet the date and number of 
films or filmstrips being delivered to the school. 
c. Mark as delivered on the Request for Cataloging sheet against 
those items sent in from the school. List others with the 
date of delivery and file the sheet in the school folder in 
the library department. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND ROOOMMENDATIONS 
In summary, this study of handling phonograph records, films, and 
filmstrips for a specific school ~stem is limited to the actual work 
carried on by the central librar,r department. It does not concern it-
self with the selection of these nonbook materials or their circulation, 
but considers the technical processing required for the preparation of 
such material for use from individual school libraries. Processing 
includes classifying, assignment of a call number, descriptive catalog-
in.g, and typing of all required cards for · dictionar,r card catalogs in 
these various libraries and for the union files which identity and 
locate the total collection of the system in the central department. 
The actual physical preparation of the materials for circulation is 
also carried on in the central department. 
Phonograph records. For phonograph records, a decimal classifica-
tion is used in preference to other methods~-accession number, composer, 
or manufacturer's trade symbol--because most frequent requests from 
teachers are for locating music by form. Also, a class number in. com-
bination with a Cutter number allows for bringing together all works 
of a certain form by the same composer. This helps satisfy the specific 
needs of the music education program. 
The abridged seventh edition of Dew~ is used basicallY in assign-
ing classification numbers. Modifications have been made from this 
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with a view to ease in locating types of music which are called for 
repeatedly by the teachers. A specific class subdivision is assigned 
and limited to that type; for example, 784.4 is limited to folk songs 
and 784.8 is limited to collections of children's songs. This separates 
them from the larger grouping of secular vocal music classed as 784. 
Also, in order to comply with the music education program which stresses 
recognition of musical instruments, all instrument recognition records 
are pulled from their subdivision and placed in a general class limited 
to that subject area; e.g. class number 785. 
In the descriptive cataloging of phonograph records, the ~stem 
is basically that of the Library of Congress as noted in the Rules for 
Descriptive Cataloging in the Library of Congresst Phonorecords. 
Fewer added entries and less detail for the imprint, collation, and 
notes areas are used than the Library of Congress recommends because 
these are not necessar,r for school use. The records are easily accessible 
to the teachers and this type of detail, if required, can quickly be de-
termined from examination of the record itself. 
Films. In cataloging films and filmstrips, the class numbers are 
assigned according to the scheme used for books, i.e., the 7th abridged 
Dewey with modifications made by the local system. The H. W. Wilson 
catalogs, Educational Film Guide and Filmstrip Guide, were used as guides 
in the classification and descriptive cataloging. 
Subject headings. In assignment of headings to both phonograph 
records, films, filmstrips, Sears' List of Subject Headings, 7th 
edition, serves as the guide. Careful consideration is given to the 
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• needs of the school curriculum in the assignment of these subject 
headings. 
Procedures are also included in the manual for the completion o£ 
cataloging the sets of cards once the initial professional work has 
been done by a trained cataloger. The work is done by typists who need 
specific direction and sample guides £or typing the required detail on 
the cards. Also, pQysical preparation o£ the materials £or circulation 
has been outlines. 
Conclusions 
The directions for phonograph record preparation, which are a 
modification o£ what had been used for approximately six years prior 
to this modification, have been under careful study for the past three 
years. Librarians of the school system, music supervisors, and the 
cataloging personnel have had frequent conferences during this time on 
specific classification numbers, subject headings, and the necessity 
for other added entries. These conferences have resulted in the specific 
classification and cataloging procedures which have been outlined. Con-
tinued consideration is still being given to cutting down the number of 
cards which are supplied the libraries for the supervisors' collections. 
A mimeographed list may serve the purpose, it is felt, since those col-
lections do not grow very large and many items in the collections are 
duplicates of what are already in the school libraries. Cards for the 
supervisors' collections often run into large quantities for the one 
item in order to supp:cy each school's catalog (up to 27 sets if in 
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every school), and this may not be wholly justified in time or in 
expense. A cataloging committee has been formed to steer what must 
necessarily be a continuous study of this and similar problems that 
may come up from time to til)le. 
Reconnnendations 
The procedures described in this study fit an individual situa-
tion. Since school libraries are an integral part of the total school 
program, their organization and planning must necessarily accede to 
local demands of· the curriculum, . teache_rs, and pupils. As yet there 
is: no standardiz·ed code for school libraries in the cataloging and 
classification of nonbook materials. Each school or school system 
must work out its own, and may very well use adaptations from several 
schemes to better suit its own needs. 
A librarian cataloging for one school might well investigate the 
Library of Congress printed cards for phonograph records. He would 
certainly profit, as would any central department, by the purchase of 
the Library of Congress Catalog for Music and Phonorecords: A Cumulative 
List of Works Represented by Libra;y of Congress Printed Cards. This 
s:eries reproduces those printed cards that are available. They may be 
used in ordering cards, or they may be consulted in making cards. The 
subject index may be used as a guide to assigning subject headings. It 
must be remembered, however, that these headings are Library of Congress 
headings and can be taken only as a guide in choosing headings from a 
guide such as Sears 1 11List of Subject Headings," and are in too much 
.,____ •. 
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detail for school libraries. There is no classification on these 
cards. The Library of Congress also publishes a printed catalog of 
cards available for films and filmstrips. The purchase of these cards 
should be given serious consideration. Each card includes a valuable 
summary note, describing the subject matter of the film or filmstrip. 
This catalog is not as helpful a guide in making one's own catalog cards, 
however, as the H. W. Wilson guides, "Educational Film Guide 11 and "Film-
strip Guide. 111 
However, since these cards are all on white stock, and, as it has 
been pointed out, use of varied. colors for different types of material 
allows for speed in recognition of the medium for the user of the cata-
log, the cataloging agency may prefer to prepare its own cards. Also, 
the cost of the initial set -of cards is expensive and when this unit set 
is duplicated for each school in the system, either because the item is 
duplicated in each school or indexing of its location in a central agency 
requires this duplication, the price becomes prohibitive. Locally pro-
duced cards which contain only that type of information essential to 
the local situation is preferable for school libraries. But before em-
barking upon the classification, cataloging and production of catalog 
cards for school libraries, the central cataloging agency might well 
consider various angles of the problem. Pros and cons of the type of 
indexing service should be considered and if a catalog card index ser-
vice is decided upon, how this service may be incorporated with that of 
providing book cataloging service. The general discussion that follows 
highlights those areas which need consideration before one can determine 
·~· 
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policies for his local needs. 
I. Indexing Form 
In most school systems one of two forms is in general use by 
audio-visual and school library departments for indexing films, 
filmstrips and phonograph records. In the main, each central 
agency has been indexing those materials Under its specific 
jurisdiction, _. the library department handling books and 
printed matter and the audio-visual department handling pro-
jected and listening materials. When the library department 
indexes additional materials, it tends toward the accepted and 
recognized form for cataloging books, a card system; an audio-
visual agency has often found a book catalog to be sufficient 
and at times preferable, especially where there is no library 
service under professional guidance on the elementary level or 
central book cataloging agency in the school system. However, 
there is increasing recognition of the value of closer coopera-
tion between the two agencies and an increase in interest is 
evident that the book cataloging agency also catalog the audio-
visual items noted. 
A. Bbok Catalog 
A book catalog arranges films, filmstrips or phonograph 
records under title or subject. A separate catalog may be 
issued for each of the three, the first two combined, the 
third separate, or all three combined if the collection is 
small. The title arrangement may be alphabetical and serve 
• 
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as the main entry with detail; or a general major subject 
grouping (usually following the course of study or the grade 
level or a combination of both) may include the main entry 
information with a title listing as an index. A successful 
book catalog listing audio-visual materials separately by 
type, and within each area, by title alphabetically with a 
subject index at the end of each, is that of the Seattle 
Public Schools. This school system has no central book 
cataloging agency and no central libraries under trained 
librarians in the elementary schools. 
1. Advantages 
a. Each teacher may have a copy of a book catalog readi~ 
at hand in the classroom. Re may carry this catalog 
home for reference use. 
b. Trained librar.y personnel is not necessary for compiling 
such a catalog. 
c. Detail to go into entries may be copied from published , 
sources. where expert catalogers have already analyzed 
the item; e.g., the Wilson Guides and the Library of 
Congress publications. 
2. Limitations 
a. Analysis may show that use does not warrant such a 
costly procedure as the duplication of so many mimeo-
graphed or printed catalog. School size and provision 
of library service in school are two items involved here • 
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b. Difficult to keep such a catalog up to date. Annual 
supplements must be issued with periodic reprintings 
to insert entries into proper alphabetical sequence •. 
c. May be easily misplaced or lost. 
d. Teacher may limit himself to the use of that type of 
material which is listed in the catalog and may not 
take time to seek out other types of items of equal 
or perhaps better value for enriched teaching. 
e. As the collection grows, catalog will become too 
bulky to handle easily. 
B. Card Catalog 
Listing each item under discussion on a separate card as 
is done for pooks, and filing these cards for all materials 
in one alphabetical arrangement counteracts the ]imitations 
noted for the book catalog. 
1. Advantages 
a. Provides a one-stop service, as cards for all materials 
could be interfiled into the book catalog of the 
library. 
b. Places no medium over the other for use, but brings 
together all types of material on one subject into 
one place, and allows the user to select one or more 
types from a comparative standpoint. 
c. User already familiar with library catalog, turns 
there naturally for supplementary material. 
I 
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d. Flexible and expandable as cards inserted in correct 
order when new materials are added. Continuous 
revision possible. 
e. If need be, cards could be bought from the Library 
of Congress and adapted for local use. 
f. If cards are made locally, information available in 
the Wilson and Library of Congress book catalogs 
could be copied or easily adapted. 
g. The card catalog (for audio-visual materials) could 
stand alone with the advantages noted in }2 through ! 
provided a boo~ catalog was not available for the 
school. 
h. If a central book cataloging agency is already 
available, then 
(1) One trained librarian could oversee the catalog-
ing of the different types of material. 
(2) Union files already established for subject cat-
aloging of books could serve for all the media. 
(3) Larger quantities of supplies purchased for one 
agency would be less expensive. 
(4) Duplication of operation expense for the catalog-
ing at two central offices would be eliminated. 
2:. Limitations 
a. A trained librarian should supervise the catalogi ng 
of a system-wide collection which will expand in service. 
4. To note strengths of certain subject classes and 
weaknesses in others. 
5. To see overcrowded classes that ~ need weeding. 
6. To build bibliographies in special subject areas 
easi~ and quickly. 
B. Types.; of Schemes; 
1. J.rbi trary Symbol 
An identification number consisting of a letter or 
letters indicating the type of material; e.g., Fs: for 
filmstrip, and a number given to the item when it is 
added to the collection may suffice for location. 
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b. Catalog file~ are expensive items of equipment. 
c. Some teachers may shy from the use of a card catalog. 
Orientation for fulle st use will be necessary. 
d. A school card catalog may become too weighty if care 
is not taken in the indexing of materials housed 
outside the school building. Bulletins may well take 
CCIJ:'e of little used items, or reference cards direct--
ing the user to another fuller catalog at the agency •. 
. C. Combina.rtion of Book and Card Catalog 
A book catalog for those items not housed in the 
central school library may supplement the card catalog. 
Such a book catalog would be made for a relatively small 
collection that may be housed in a. supervisor's office 
and be used infrequently by teachers in the schools; 
e.g., a;_ music supervisor 1 s collection. This would save 
duplicating a s-et of cards for each school in the system 
~or each item in the supervisor's office which is more 
time-consuming and expensive than a bulletin covering 
these items would be. 
II. Classification 
A. Purpose 
Since the purpos.e of classification is to make 
materials on the same subject readily available to users 
of the library, a scheme or system of classification is as 
necessary in the small library as in the large one. A 
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scheme should be selected which will fit the needs of 
the particular library and its patrons, and whose founda-
tion plan will require as few changes as possible with 
the growth of the library collection. In general, any 
scheme selected for schools should allow those patrons 
of the· school library who work with it other than the 
classifier to use it easily for the following purposes: 
1.. To survey the entire field of the library's resource' 
holdings. 
2. To see- the possibilities for the development of the 
collection. 
3. To follow the collection so that proper balances of 
materials acquired can be kept. 
4. To note strengths of certain subject classes and 
weaknesses in others. 
5. To see overcrowded classes that mey need weeding. 
6. To build bibliographies in special subject areas 
easi~ and quick~. 
B. Types.; of Schemes' 
.1. Arbitrary Symbol 
An identification number consisting of a letter or 
letters indicating the type of material; e.g., Fs:. for 
filmstrip, and a number given to the item when it is 
added to the collection may suffice for location. 
The identification or call number for the first 
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fiJlmstrip may be FSl; for first film Fl;, and for the 
first record Rl, and record album R:A:t. This number 
would be placed on the item and also on the cards in 
the same position as a call number for books. As 
each successive purchase or accession is made, the 
item would carry the letter symbol and the next num-
ber in the progression. 
a. Advantages 
(1) Itemizes a work completely and provides it 
with a shorthand designation which may be used 
in place of asking for the item by author and 
title. 
(2) Less thought is required of the assistant who 
returns the material to the shelves. 
(3) A mechanical sign places the work in its pro-
per pigeon hole for quick location. 
(4) Classifying is not needed since the number 
is already assigned when it reaches the cat-
aloging department. 
,b. Limitations 
(1) Faculty and students are already in the habit 
of looking for certain numbers or for certain 
subjects; e.g., 973 for United States history, 
and the transition to locating other materials 
classified as the books would be easier. 
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(2') Does not allow for bringing like subjects 
or the Saffie author's works: together. 
(3) Browsing for selection of materials would be· 
wasted time. 
~. Dewey Decimal Classification 
Thi5 is the scheme most widely used in school 
libraries throughout the United States in classifying 
. -
books. Under this scheme all knowledge is divided into 
ten main classes- and these in turn are subdivided into 
sections. Such divisions can be carried on indefinitely 
by inserting a decimal point. The Dewey Decimal System 
has 'been found to be especially adaptable to films and 
filmstrips, and can also be used for phonograph records. 
. . 
a. Advantages 
(1) Since this scheme is used for books, patrons are 
alreaqy familiar with it and can easily identify 
the subject areas from the numbers. 
(2) The Wilson guides for films and filmstrips 
classify according to the decimal system, so the 
cl ass number· can easily be assigned by reference 
to these guides. prepared by expert catalogers. 
(3) Reference to ~ classified shelf list allows for 
wd.s:er selection of materials to add to the collec-
tion and help:s in analyzing the c ollection as 
noted under II A 1-6, page 86. 
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• (4) Most frequent requests for music materials in 
the schools are by form or subject. 
(5) Composer's works can be brought together by add-
ing an author number to the· classification number. 
b. Limitations 
(1) Trained personnel needed to classify the material 
as it is more difficult to maintain than the use 
' 
of the arbitrary ~mbol identification. 
(2') As material is added to the collection, shifting 
is necessary to place the new material in its 
numerical position. 
J;. Other Classification Schemes 
The Library of Congress scheme is one planned for very 
large collections and is not recommended for small 
libraries. The Cutter Expansive System is also a 
scholarly scheme, but the Cutter-Sanborn Alphabetic ~able 
is useful in bringing composers'' works together as noted 
in section z· a (5) above, page' 89. 
C .. Consistency 
In order to make the catalog a dependable tool, it must be 
'founded on rules which will insure uniformity and accuracy. 
Once the scheme has been selected, it requires strict adher-
ence for orderly development. 
III. Cataloging Form 
- ~-- · ............ If the cataloging agency is to produce its own cards, 
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only that type of information that is essential to the needs 
of the user of the catalog should be on the cards. Experience 
has shown that school catalogs should be as simple as possible 
without sacrificing materials necessary in the fulfillment of 
the function it is to perform. Not only must the,r be praeti-
cal for the user but they must be reasonably inexpensive to 
maintain. The degree and kind of simplification of entry 
form ~11 depend entirely upon local use and demand, but,in 
general, items that may be simplified are fullness of the 
author's name, descriptive items on the card, and numbers of 
added entries for each title. An established code of the 
simpler rules must be set up for consistency and uniformity of 
. . 
entry and followed. As to subject headings, a definite author-
ity for subject headings is necessary to insure consistency 
. . 
and the Sears List of Subject Headings is recommended for the 
-
small library. Specific, popular terms are wanted for subject 
headings which guide the user quickly to the shelves. The 
catalog should contain reference and information cards that 
Wiill inform the user of supplementary approaches to materials 
in the collection, such as 11S'ee11 and "See also" references and 
cards which may direct one to a specific classification number 
for materials not listed under a general subject heading such 
as Fairy tales because of the large number of cards that would 
fill the catalog under such a heading. 
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IV. Staff 
A central cataloging agency already established for the prepara-
tion of library books may well take over the cataloging of the non-
- . .. . 
book materials. Channels of communication must always be open and 
a feeling of mutual interest and concern in the selection and use 
of all media provided by the administrative school unit for an en-
riched· teaching program must exiat among all curriculum supervisors. 
SpecialJized supervisors need to alert the cataloger to the selection 
of those subject headings or classifications which better meet the 
needs of their areas, and the cataloger should feel free to call 
upon these supervisors for guidance. Separate agencies; to d'irect 
the various programs may exist in the one school system but, for· 
an effective utilization of materials, the program directors should 
collaborate closely. Without close planning and cooperation in the 
selection of materials and in the promotion in the use of such 
materials, a well rounded program cannot develop. 
Size of s;taff is relative and will have to be worked out on the 
local level. .lceording to a· survey made by the Baltimore Public 
Schools, reported in Junior Libraries, February 15, 1957, number 
of personnel in 23 of 52 central school library supervisory units 
varied wide~. The ratio between the professional and clerical 
staff was dependent upon the proportion of services rendered and 
the s-ize of the systems. No standards have been issued by national 
or regional agency for central school cataloging agencies. 
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v. Si~e of Collection 
Here again no standards or studies are available before central 
cataloging is to b~ undertaken, but the system described claims a 
total of approximately ] .,100 films, 2,156 filmstrips, and 14,..102 
phonograph records cataloged.. Many of the filmstrips and record-
ings·. are duplicate titles as they are housed in local schools. 
Annual additions to these categories depend on the budget which 
may vary from year to year. A decided increase in the purchase of 
filmstrips is evident and there is every indication that this will 
continue, These are circulated from the local school library, 
and many schools alrea~ own from 250 upwards. For fullest use, 
these require indexing or cataloging. If there is some promise of 
an annual increase in these materials, it seems advisable to begin 
a method of processing before the collection becomes too large. 
If a shelf list card is prepared for each item as the initial 
process, then from this card other catalog cards can be prepared, 
loJhen complete cataloging is undertaken. This shelf list card will 
include enough information to provide a ready subject approach to 
the collection in addition to the author, title, imprint, collation 
and other business data information. 
VI. Mechanical Equipment 
Efficiency of operation and econo~ is effected when the' 
cataloging is centered in one agency. If multiple sets of 
catalog cards which are to be provided the schools have to be 
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made local~y, investment in mechanical equipment for duplication 
of cards is reconunended. The 11 Journal of Cataloging and Classi-
fication" published by the American Library Association contains 
a discussion of such equipment in its October, 1956 issue. It 
lists by type af machines, Addressograph, Mimeograph, Xerox, 
and Multilith, operation, costs and problems. 
VII. Appraisal 
In summary, there is no one plan of cataloging, classifying 
and processing that will fit all schools. It is believed that 
the over-all system described approximates projected thinking 
on the subject by several supervisors of school library programs 
even though there m~ be differences on details of the procedure. 
This deduction is drawn from discussions held at the various 
conference meetings of the City and County School Library Super-
visors Association which the writer has attended dUring the past 
five years, and from the current literature on the topic cited 
throughout the s.tudy. Each school and school system will need 
to study its own program and work out details of a plan to suit 
its own needs. The one underlying thought to be kept in mind in 
appraising any plan is; whe:t,her such a plan of indexing facilitates 
use of the material. Unless· it does; no classification scheme 












Added e.ntry. A secondary entry, or any other than the main entry. 
Added entries may be for editor, title, subjects, series, etc. 
Alternative title. A subtitle introduced by 11or 11 or its equivalent. 
See also Subtitle. 
Analytical entry. The entry of some part of a work or collection. 
Author entry• An entry of a work in the catalog under the author's name 
as a heading. The author heading consists of a person or a corporate 
name. 
Author index file. An official file of cards in alphabetical arrangement 
by author's surname or that of a corporate entry. The file includes 
a card for every title cataloged and serves as an index to the union 
shelf list. 
Book card. The card used to represent the book or work when it has been 
borrowed from the library. The card is kept in the book pocket when 
the lO rk is filed in the library. 
Book pocket. A paper pocket which holds the book card when the work is 
not in circulation. 
Call number. The classification number and author initial (or number) 
which appear on the outside of the work and on the upper left hand 
corner of all cards for the work. 
Card catalog. An index to books and other items in the library made on 
separate cards which are filed alphabetically. ~ also Dictionary 
card catalog. 
Cataloging. The process of making an index on cards of the authors, 





Cataloging request forms. Mimeographed forms which originate from a 
school for works purchased be,rond the central librar,v department. 
Classifying. The process of assigning certain numbers to works so that 
when works are shelved by' nwnber all like subject. matter will be 
grouped together. 
Collation. That part of the catalog entr,y which describes the work as 
a material object, enumerating its volumes, pages, illustrations. 
Composer analjrtic entry. An entry with the author of the music as the 
heading when it is a part. a£ a larger work. 
Conventional title. ~ Uniform title. 
Copyright date. The date of the copyright as given in the book, us~ 
on the back of the title page. The most recent copyright date is 
used. 
Corporate entry. An entry UDder the name of a society, institution, or 
other organized body for works issued in its name or by its authority. 
This m.a;r be a main or an added heading. 
Cross reference card. A reference to another subject. "~":teference, 
or to additional subjects, "see also:' references. 
Cutter number. A combination of letters or figures used to arrange works 
in the same classification number in alphabetical order. This num-
ber is secured from the Cutter-Sanborn Three-Figure Author ~ble, 
by c. A. Cutter, distributed by H. R. Hwttting Company. 
Dewey decimal classification. The classification system most general.ly 
used in which knowledge is divided into ten major groups by subject. 
Each group can be subdivided indefini tel,y • 
Dewey decimal number. The classification number which stands for a 
subject as worked out by the Dewe,y classification scheme. 
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Dictionary card catalog. A catalog in which all the entries (author, 
title, subject, series, etc.,) and their related references are 
arranged together in one general alphabet. 
Entry. A record of a work in a catalog or list. 
Extension card. A catalog card that continues an entry from a preced-
ing card. 
First indention. The eighth typewriter space from the left edge of the 
card. 
Heading. The name, word or phrase used at the head of an entry to indi-
cate some special aspect of the book (authorship, subject, series, 
title, etc.) and thereby to bring together in the catalog associated 
and allied material. 
Imprint. The place and date of publication, and the name of the pub-
lisher. 
Index card. See Author index file and Title index file. 
Main card or entry. The basic card or 11uni t card" from which other eat-
alog cards for the work are made. Usual.ly the author eard. 
Music records. A disc recording of a musical composition. 
Musical form entry. The entry or heading which indicates the type of 
music or medium, e.g., OPERAS, VOCAL MUSIC, POPULAR MUSIC, etc. 
Non-Music records. A disc recording with only incidental music or no 




Over-all title. A title given to 'a disc by the publisher when it 
includes a collection of musical works by several composers. 
Revision. The act of examining the completed cards for any incorrections. 
Second indention. The twelfth typewriter space from the left edge of 
the card. 
11See Also" reference. A direction in a catalog from a term or name under 
which entries are listed to another term or name under which allied 
information ~ be found. 
11S'ee 11 references. A direction in a catalog from a term or name under 
which entries are listed. 
Series. A number of separate works, usually related to one another in 
subject or otherwise, issued in succession, normally by the same 
publisher and in uniform style, with a collective title which ap-
pears at the head of the title. 
Series entry. An entr.r of the several works in the librar,r which belong 
to a series under the name of that series as a heading. 
Shelf list. A record on cards of the works in the library, arranged by 
their classification numbers, the order in which the works are ar-
ranged on the shelves. 
S~tistics. A recording of works cataloged for statistical summaries. 
Subject authori~ file. An official list of subject headings used in a 
given catalog and references made to them. These are in alphabeti-
cal arrangement and indicate the schools where each entry has been used. 
Subject card. A catalog card bearing a subject entry. 
Subject heading. The word or words indicating a subject under which 
• 
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all works dealing with the same theme is entered in a catalog. 
Subtitle. The explanatory part of the title following the main title. 
See also Alternative title. 
Third indention. The fourteenth typewriter ~pace from the left edge of 
the card. 
Title entry. The record of a work in the catalog under the title, 
general~ beginning with the first word not an article. A title 
entry may be a main entry or an added entry. 
Title ind~ file. A file of cards arranged alphabetically b.1 title 
which serves as an index to the union shelf list where fuller in-
formation is available. 
Tracing. The record on the main entry card of all the additional head-
ings under which the work is represented in the catalog. Also, the 
record on the back of the main union shelf list card of all the 
related references made. 
Uniform title. The distinctive title by which a work has appeared under 
varying titles and in various versions is: most generally known. 
Also called Conventional title. 
Uniform shelf list. A card file of materials cataloged arranged ey classi-
fication number. Every title classified, regardless of its location 
throughout the school s,rstem, is recorded in this file. Each card 
indicates ownership and housing of a distinctive title by a check 
against ·one or more of the schools listed at the bottom of the 
cardo The union shelf list card contains main entry information. 
Unit card. A basic catalog card, in the form of a main entry card which 
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when duplicated may be used as a unit for all other entries for 
that work in the catalog by the addition of the appropriate 
heading. 
Verso. The back of the catalog card. 
Withdrawal. The process of removing from library records all entries 
for a work no longer in the libra~. 
r Bos--ton UniversTt:91 
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QUICK REFERENCE CLASSIFICATION CODE FOR MUSIC RECORDS 
106a 
Quick Reference Classification Code for Music Records 
Classify music records according to the Dewey Decimal Classification 
scheme. Most recordings will fall into the following classes, which are 








Type of music 
OPERA, either sung or played by 
an orchestra or single in-
strument 
OPERETTA, 11IUSICAL SHOWS, either 
sung or played, as above 
CHURCH .AND SACRED HUS IC, in-
cluding orat orio, ro1thems, 
hymns, carols. May be sung 
or pluyed 
VOCAL MUSIC not listed above or 
in subdivisions of 784, or in 
· 785 o3. · {Popular Music lo May be 
s~ngle songs, eollect:ions of 
songs, solo, or chcbral 
NATIONAL SONGS, FOLK MUSIC, 
PATRIOI'IC MUSIC MaY be sung 
or played. Folk dance music 
goes in 793.3 
COLLECTIONS OF CHILDREN'S SONGS, 
including song collections for 
use in elementary music study 
RECORDS explaining the ORCHES-
TRA .A!'lD ITS INSTRUMENTS, 
identification of single 
instruments 
MUSIC PLAYED BY AN ORCHESTRA, 




and the night visitors 
Sullivan-Pinafore , Rodgers-
King and I 
Christmas hymns and carols. 
Handel-Messiah. Schubert-
Ave Maria 
Foster-songs of Stephen 
Foster. Bishop-to, hear the 
gentle lo.rk 
Key-star spangled banner. 
~mrian Anderson sings 
spirituals 
Songs from New Music 
Horizons (The music text-
book series) Singing 
activities for primary 
grades. Nursery rhymes 
LaPrnde-.Alice in Orches-
tralin. Moore-Licorice 
stick, the clarinet's story 
Brahms-Hungarian dcnces 
(not considered folk music) 
Copeland-Rodeo bnllet music 
Beethoven-symphony no. 8 
Tchnikovsky-Nutcrncker suite 
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793 • .3 
POPULAR MUSIC, vocal or 
instrumental. Music for 
ballroom dancing 
NUSIC PLAYED BY KEYBOARD 
INSTRUMENTS, as piano, 
organ, harpsichord 
MUSIC PLAYED BY STRINGED 
INS'rltUI!ti<JNTS 
MUSIC PLAYED BY WIND IN-
STRU1:1ENTS, including band 
music 
MUSIC PLAYED BY PRECUSSION 
INSTRUMENTS 
MUSIC FOR FOLK DJ:NCING, SQ!J!.RE 
D.ANCTIJG, TAP DllNCING, STUDY 
OF METER AND RHY'!'ffr!I BltNIB , 
FUNDf\MENTAL OR INTERPRETliTIVE 
RHYTHMS FOR PRIMlili.Y l'.ND 
ELEMENT!..RY GRADES. MUSICJ .. L 
STORIES IW..SIGNED FOR RHYTtllvliC 
INTEH.PRETATION, SINGING GAMES. 
Mc.y be sung, plcyed by orches-
tra or any instrument, but if 
designed for any of these uses 
is classed here .. Advice of 
music and physico.l educc.tion 
supervisors is importc.nt here 
Conga with Cugut, Waltzes 
you snved for me. Anderson-
September song 
MacDowell-To n wild rose 
Gershwin-Rhapsody in blue 




America's favorite marches 
Weber~Rondo for bassoon and 
orchestra 
Drums of Haiti 
Childhood rhythms Turkey in 
the straw. Klnppdans (Swedish 
couples dance) Mozard-Country 
dances • Mirchin-Let 1 s have a · 
rhythm band. Rotinson-Visit 
to my little friend, Singing 
games. Winter furi 
,* Note: The numbers 785.1, 786 through 789 should include only 
that orchestral or instrumental music which will not 
fall into 782.1, 782.8, 78.3, 784o41 785, 785 .• .3, 79.3 • .3 
because of their musical form or the use plnl"'..ned for 
them. For example: an operatic selection is always 








Quick Reference Clnssificntion Code for Non-Music Records 
Clnss number Subject 
000 - 099 GENEILU. WORKS 
100 - 199 PHII..OOOPHY 
200 - 299 
300 - 399 
RELIGION 
200 - BIBLE STORIES 
232 - STORIES OF JESUS 
292 - GREEK .AND RCMli.N 
MYTHS 
SOCH.L SCIENCES 
326 • THE NEGRO 
341.1 - UNITED NATIONS 
361 - RED CROSS 
Examples 
Ruth Gogliardo. Reading is fun 
No records have been classed in 100· 
199 o..."ld rarely will be in a school 
collection 
Bible. O.T. Selections. Chr~les Laughton 
rending from the Bible 
Story of the nativity narrated by 
Walter Hampden 
Tales of the Olympian Gods, narrated by 
Ron::.ld Colemc.n, musical score by Victor 
Young 
Jmericans nll - immigrnnts all - Negro. 
Dept. of Int. Office of Ed. 
This is the U.N.: its actual voices. 
FrnLchot Tone, narrator 
u.s. ~~. No.t 11 Red Cross. Errands of 
mercy, programs for broadcast 
372.4 - SPEECH DEVELOPMENT Sing and say. Elaine Yd.kD.lson 1 s speech 
400 - 499 
liND CORRECTION development records for children 
394.2 - HOLID~Y READTI~GS 
398 • FOU\ TbLES 
398.2 - lEGENDS 
LANGUi>GES 
440 - FRENCH Ll.NGUAGE 
RECORIG 
Halloween, music composed and story 
~ated by Lionel Barrymore 
Cinderella, told by Pnuline Potter. 
Reverse - Little red riding hood 
Robin Hood; Basil Rathbone with cast 
Une famille Bretonne, n lesson in 
French 
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Non-music Records, cont. 
500 - 599 
600 - 699 
700 - 799 
800 - 899 




511 • ARITHMETIC 
520 ... ASTRONCMY 
59$.2 - BIRD SONGS 
APPLIED SCIENCE 
621 • .37 - SOUND 
FINE ARTS 
LITERATURE 
800.5 - PUBLIC SPEAKIRG 
Ernest Watson. Sing a song of arithmetic 
Adventures beyond the sky. (A trip to 
the moon) 
Charles Kellogg. How tirds sing 
Reverse - 'I'he bird chorus 
Applause. Reverse - Machine guns 
See 700 1s under Music Records, page • 
Most records in this class fall in music 
Walter Robinson. Effective speaking, 
narrated ty Milton Cross 
808.8 - COLlECTIONS OF In the iunerican tradition: Thomas Jet-
GENERAL LITERATURE ferson, first inaugural address; Abrahm 
READTI~GS Lincoln, second inaugural address, etc. · 
811 - POETRY READDmS, 
AMERICAN 
815 - ORATIONS, AMERICAN 
822 - DRAMA REJlDINGS, 
ENGLISH 
822.33 - READINGS FROM 
SHJJCESPEA."'tE 
HISTORY 
921 - BIOGfu'.PHY 
9?.3 - 979 - /~ICbN 
HISTORY 
STORIES FOR THE PR:Gfl.RY 
GRl.DES 
FICTION 
Rotert Frost reading his . poems, The 
runnwny, etc. · 
Pres. Roosevelt's address to the Congress 
of u.s. as broadcast on Dec. 8, 1941 
Goldsmith's She stoops to conquer, ty 
tho classic theatre guild 
Macbeth, read by Orson Wells, Fay 
Bainter, and the Mercury acting co. 
faul Revere nnd the minute men, adapted 
from Lundmark Book by Dorothy Canfield 
Fisher 
Edward R. Nurrow. I can hear it now 
Theodore Seuss Geisel. The 500 hats of 
Bc.rtholomew Gubbins, as told by Pnul Wing 
Beatrice Chute. The birthday gift, read . 
by Hugh Marlowe. ~ 
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SUPPLIES, SOURCE, AND PRICE 
SUPPLIES, SOURCE, AND PRICE 
Book card. No. 65, Medium weight, $4.05 per 1000. G~lord. 
Book pocket. Style F, Plain, $3.45 per 500. Gaylord. 
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Call number labels. No. 212, 3/411 x 1 and 1/211 , $2.65 per 1000. Bro-Dart. 
Card stencil. No. 1289, 'Wi. th Kozutant cushion sheet, $29.50 per 1000. A.B. Dick. 
Catalog card. (Salmon and blue) No. 379, Light weight, $3.05 per 1000. Gaylord. 
Catalog card. (White) No 311, Medium weight, $6.75 per 1000. Gaylord. 
&stik cloth tape. 3/411 wide x 10811 long, $.80 per roll. Gaylord. 
Record Folders. No. 101, 1011 , $5.70 per dozen. Gaylord. 
Record Folders. No. 121., 12 11 , $7.20 per dozen. Gaylord. 
Addresses 2f. Sources: 
A.B. Dick, 5700 W. Touhy Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 
Bro-Dart Industries, 59 East Alpine Street, Newark 5, New Jers~. 
Gaylord Brothers, 155 Gifford Street, ~acuse, New York. 
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APPENDlX F 
SAMPLES OF SUPPLIES 
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- - . . ·.a. . 
MYSTIK TAPE 
A. B. DICK MIMEOGRAPH CELLOTYPE* STENCil SHEET 
~-
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APPENDlX G 
SAMPLE CARDS FOR PHONOGRAPH REcORDS, FIIMS, AND FILMSTRIPS · 
FOR UNION FILES AND SCHOOlS 
113a 
J.l3b 
Moore , Douglas 
The wonderful violin ; played by Mischa 
koff . Young People ' s Records , 311 . 






























M82w Moore, Douglas 
Verso, Union 
Shelf List Card, 
Showing Tr,~ing 
The wonderful violin; played by Mischa Mischa-
koff . Young People 's Records·, 311• 
Title 
Index Card 


































Moore, Douglas . . 
The wonderful violin; played by M1scha M1sc 
koff. Young People's Records, 311. 
2 s. 10" 78 rpm 
The wonderful violin 
Moore, Douglas 
The wonderful violin; played by Mischa Mischa• 
koff. Young People's records, 311. 
2 s. 10" 78 rpm ~------
Title Card 
PR 




M82w Moore, Douglas . 
The wonderful violin; played by Mischa Mis 
koff. YounH People's Records, 311. 
2 s. 10 78 rpm 
Moore, Douglas 
The wonderful violin; played by Mischa Mise 
koff. Young People's Records, 311. 
2 s. 10" 78 rpm 
Complete Set of Cards Sent to 
School for PR Single Disc 
• 






Book Card, Pocket, and Label 
to be Put em Record Folder 
Before Sending to School 
ll5a 
·Dukas, Paul 
The sorcerer's apprentice (Scherzo for orche 
tra) ~~arwick Symphony Orchestra. Camden, Cal 1 
1/2 s. 12" 33'~ rpm 
With: Moussorg.sky, Night on Bare Mountain; Ayco~vel, RamR~eEspagnttlneoln Price 
Brooks Hospital Lindley El. Proximity 
Caldwell Hunter Lindley Jr. Senior 
• 
Ceasar Cone Irving Park Mel ver Sternberger 
Central Jones Moore Terra Cotta 
Dudley Jonesboro Peck Washington 
Edgeville • 
t 
Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
t: Night on Bare Mountain 
Ravel, Maurice 
t: Rapsodie Espagnole 
Single Disc, Sever al Titles, PR 
Union Shelf- Li st 
Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
A night on Bare Mountain - fantasia; Warwick 
Symphony Orchestra. Camden, Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 331~ rpm 




U.S • L'. Second 
Card 
Rapsodie Espagnole; Warwick Symphony Orches.tra Camden, Cal ll8. 
1 s. 12" 331;3 rpm 
Contents: Prelude a la nuit, Malaguena, 
Habanera, Feria (Festival) 
With: Dukas, Sorcerer's apprentice; 





D87 The sorcerer's apprentice - Dukas 
PR 
785.1 
007 Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
Title Index 
Card 
A night on Bare Mountain .. fantasia; Warwick 
Symphony Orchestra. Camden, Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 33'A rpm 




Author Index 087 A night on Bare ~iountain - Moussorgsky 
Card 
Ravel, Maurice 
Rapsodie Espagnole ; 
Camden, Cal 118. 
1 5 • 12" 3:JA rpm 
Warwick Symphony Orchestra 
Contents : Prelude a la nuit , Malaguena , 
Habanera Feria (Festival) ' • ti~e· With : Dukas, Sorcerer s appre~ ~ • 
Moussorgsky , Night on Bare Mountain. 





The Sorcerer's Apprentice (Scherzo 
orchestra) Warwick Symphony Orchestra. 
Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 333 rpm 
for 
Camden, 
With: Moussorgsky, Night on Bare Mountain; 
Ravel, Rapsodie Espagnole. 
Main author card 
t . h Moussorgsky, Modest Petrov1c 





Dukas, Paul · 
The Sorcerer's Apprentice (Scherzo 
orchestra) Warwick Symphony Orchestra. 
Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 333 rpm 
for 
Camden, 
With: Moussorgsky, Night on Bare Mountain; 
Ravel, Rapsodie Espagnole. 
Author Car d 
The sorcerer's apprentice 
Dukas, Paul · 
The sorcerer's apprentice C5cherzo for 
orchestra) Warwick Symphony Orchestra. Camden, 
Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 33't3 rpm 
With: Moussorgsky, Night on Bare Mountain; 
"----- --.. Ravel, Rapsodie Espagnole •. 
PR Single Disc Cards 
for School 





Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
A night on Bare Mountain - fantasia; Warwick 
Symphony Orchestra. Camden, Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 331;3 rpm 










Night on Bare Mountain 
Moussorgsky, Modest Petrovich 
A night on Bare Mountain - fantasia; Warwick 
Symphony Orchestra. Camden, Cal 118. 
1/2 s. 12" 331;3 rpm 




Rapsodie Espagnole; Warwick Symphony Orchest 
Camden, Cal 118. 
1 s. 12" 331,3 rpm 
Contents: Prelude a la nuit, Malaguena, 
Habanera, Feria (Festival) 
\Hth: Dukas, Sorcerer's apprentice; 










Rapsodie Espagnole; Warwick Symphony Orchest 
Camden, Cal 118. 
1 s. 12'' 331,3 rpm 
Contents: Prelude a la nuit, Malaguena 
Habanera, Feria (Festival) . ' 
With: Dukas, Sorcerer's apprentice; 





Victor' E78 . ' vol. 2 for primary grades. 
8 s. 10" 78 rpm 
. Contents: Of a tailor d AycJSif:ld hors~ k¥ Schurrn:afUl__ anS ~ b~ar, by MacDowe 
B, k ~P -··.rmlt."U!n p1nn1nfl~g, and roo s Hospital L. dl Caldwell H t ~n ey El. Proximity 
__ ..c:t___--e.,___ _ .z.__u_,_n_e_r=-__.. _ Lmdley J r. Senior 
Mel ver Sternberger 
11, Edward Alexander . - Of a tailor 
Of a tailor and a bear - MacDowell 
Wild horseman - Schumann 
Moore Terra Cotta 
Peck Washington 
• 
and a bear 
Spinning song - Kullak 
Little hunters - Kullak 
Waltz in A flat - Brahms 
Light cavalry overture - Von Suppe 
Serenata - Moszkowski 
Waltzing doll - Poldini 
Melody in F - Rubinstein 
Andantino - Thomas 
Evening bells - Kullak 
see next card 




Little hunters, by Kullak. Waltz in A flat, by 
Brahms. Light cavalry overture, by Von Suppe. 
Serenata, by Moszkowski. Waltzing doll, by Poldini 
Melody in F, by Rubinstein. Andantino, by Thomas. 
Evening bells, by Kullak. Elfin dance, by Grieg. 
Golliwogg's cake walk and Little shepherd from 
"Children's corner" by Debussy. Hurdy-gurdy man, 
from "Kaleidoscope" by Goosens. Berceuse, by 
Jarnefelt. Fairy pipers. Tame bear, Moths and 
butterflies, ·from . Wand of youth suits, by 
Elgar • 
• Grieg, Edvard Hagerup - Elfin dance 
Elfin dance - Grieg 
Golliwogg's cakewalk - Debussy 
Little shepherd - Debussy 
Hurdy-gurdy man - Goosens 
Berceuse - Jarnefelt 
Fairy pipers - Elgar 
Moths and butterflies - Elgar 




1 2 fot ptimary gtades. Listening activities, vo • 
Victor, E78 




Of a tailor and a bear - MacDowell 
Listening activities, vol. 2 
• 
MacDowell, Edward Alexander 
Of a tailor and a bear . 
E78 (45-5028) 
l/2 s. 10" 70 rpm 
Title Index Card· 
with 
Overall Title 
RCA Victor Orchestra 
With : Schumann , Wild horseman ; Kullak , 
Spinning song; Kullak , The little hunters • 
• 
PR Al bum 
Union Fi l es 
Additional Entri es Not Shown 
l l8a 
Listening activities, vol. 2 for primary grades. Victor, E78 
8 s. 10" 78 rpm Main Catalog Card Extending 
onto a Second Card 
Contents: Of a tailor and a bear, by MacDowel 
Wild horseman, by Schumann. Spinning songs, and 
. Little hunters, by Kullak. Waltz in A flat, by 
--- Brahms. Light cavalry overture, by Von Suppe. 
Serenata, by Moszkowski. Waltzing doll, by 
Poldini. Melody in F, by Rubinstein. Andantino. 
~ see next card 
MacDowell, Edward Alexander - Of a tailor and 
t: Of a tailor and a bear - MacDowell 
Wild horseman - Schumann 
a bear 
t: Spinning song - Kullak 
t: Waltz in A flat - Brahms 
t: Light cavalry overture - Von Suppe 
t: Serenata - Moszkowski 
t: Waltzing doll - Poldini 
t: Melody in F - Rubinstein 
t: Andantino -Thomas 
Evening bells - Kullak 
Verso of Main Card 
Showing Tracing 
Grieg, Edvard Hagerup - Elfin dance 
t· Elfin dance - Grieg 
t: Golliwog's cakewalk - Debussy 
t: Little shepherd - Debussy 
t; Hurdy-gurdy man - Goosens 
t: Berceuse - Jarnefelt 
t: Fairy pipers - Elgar 
Listening 
Set of PR Album Cards 
for School 
2 
by Thomas.G ~veninGgo~~!!ogs'g~! ~:~!::ik :!~i~ittle dance by r1eg. .. Deb y 
h • d from "Children • s corner by uss • 
shep er f . "Kaleidoscope" by Goosens. Hurdy-gurdy man • rom . i rs Tame bear, 
Berceuse, by Jarfnf1~lt. ~;~~YW~n~of 1youth suites, Moths and butter ~~-e_s~·----~---.~----:-~~ by Elgar. 
Extension of Hain Card 
t. Tame bear - Elgar s.......o....__IUot!U"'----- ----- ----, t; Moths and butterfli 
f Ext ension Card Verso o . 
. Showing Tracmg 
118b 
Listening activities, vol. 2 for primary grades. 
Victor, E76 
6 s. 10" 78 rpm 
Contents: Of a tailor and a bear, by .alaJOu•u 
Wild horse•n, by Schumann. Spinning soags, aad 
Little hunters, by Kullak. Waltz in A flat, by Brahms.. t.inhf' ~tnra1- ~-- .. - .... , __ ro---- ·- -
Serena1 
Poldini ~.l 
L77v2 Listening 2 
by Thomas. Evening bells, by Kullak. Elfin 
dance, by Grieg. Golliwogg's cake walk and Lit 
shepherd froa ~hildren's ~orner" by DebUssy. 
Hurdy-gurdy man, from "Kaleidoscope" by Goosens. 
Berceuse, by Jarnefelt. Fairy pipers, Tame bear, 
Moths and butterflies, ftom Wand of h suites, 
by Elgar. 
• 
Shelf-List Card with its 
Extension Card 
. Of. a tailor and a bear - UacDowell 
Listenlng activities , vol . 2 fo-r pr · d Victor , E78 - 1mary gra es . 







Set of PR Al bum Cards 
MacDowell, Edward Alexander - Of a tailor 
and a bear 
Listening activities 1 Victor, E76 ' vo • 2 for primary grades. 
6 Se 10" 76 rJa· 
• 
. Wi~d horseman - Schumann 
Llsten1ng activities Victor, E78 ' vol. 2 for primary grades. 




. Spinning song - Kullak 
L1stening activit" Victor, E78 les, vo1. 2 for primary grades. 
8 s. 10" 78 rpm 
( 
. . for School 
Slmllar added t title cards f en r y aut hor a nd 
or all on tracing) • 
Book Card, Pocket, and Label 
to be Put on Album Folder 
Before Sending to School 




LISTENING ACTIVITIES, VOL. 2 
78 
119b 
PHYSICAL EDl.£ATION SUPERVJSCU~---__.1 




has been added to the following school(s). 
CHE£K YOUR SHELF LlSI. 
Librarian, __________________ School. ________________ __ 





PLEASE ADD IT TO YOUR SflfLF LISI • 
• 
Please add (School name) and (Title of office) 
to the upper right hand corner of all catalog cards and 





Notes to Supervisor and Librarian 
for Revision of Cards 
120a 
Happy Halloween, Filmstrip-of-the-month cl956, 


























































.1 t ·n-nf-the-month, Happy HalJ.o-ween. Fl ms Tll:' - . 
24 fT. colOT• text. P• Gulde. 
Fi lmstrip Cards for School 
(sent to Irving Park and Washington) 
Happy Halloween. FilmstTip-of-the-month, c1956. 




Happy Halloween. Filmstrip~of-the-month 24 fr. color. , cl956. text. P• Guide. 
Subj ec t Card 
12la 
Crustaceans: l obsters 
their relatives ' barnacles, shrimp, and 
1955. • Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
13 min. sd. color. sh. Guide. 
Explains the value of 
of food and livelihood forcrustaceans ?S a source 
appearance, habitat man~ Describes the 
of shellfish. ' and behavior of several kinds 
• 




Crustaceans: lobsters, barnacles, shrimp, and 
their relatives. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
1955. 
13 min. sd. color. sh. Guide. 
Explains the value of crustaceans as a source 
of food and livelihood for man. Describes the 
appearance, habitat, and behavior of several ki 
of shellfish. 
Aut hor 
Crustaceans: lobsters, barnacles, shrimp; and 
their relatives. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
1955. 13 min. sd. color. sh. Guide. 
Explains the value of crustaceans as a source 
of food and livelihood for man. Describes the 
appearance, habitat, and. behavior of several 
of shellfish • 
• 
• • 
ZOOLOGY Crusttahce~ans:llo~sters, barnacles, shrimp 1r re at1ves , and 1955. • Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
13 min. sd 1 • co or. sh. Guide. 
Explains the value of of food and livelihood forcrustaceans as a source 
appearance, habitat man! Describes ~ the 
of shellfish. ' and behavlor of several kind 
• 
Tchaikovski, Peter Ilyich 
Refer from 
Tschaikowsky, Peter Ilyich 
Gmesnie Lincoln 
Subject Authority Card 
(Name) 
Price Name Heading Cross Reference 








Tschaikowsky, Peter Ilyich 
see 
Tchaikovski, Peter llyich .. School Catalog 








songs, Southern states 
Refer from 
songs 
·to Ay~ock and Caldwell 
Tschaikowsky, Peter Ilyich 
l sre 
Tchaikovski, Peter Ilyich 










The South - Folk songs 
' 
see 
Folk songs, Southern states 
Subject Heading Cross Reference 
Subject Authority Card 







Cross Reference Cards 
for 
UnionFile and School 
THE SOUTH - FOLK SO~S 
see 
FOLK SONGS , SOtrrHERN STATES 
School Catalog 
Cross Reference Card 
t t o Gillespie and Lincoln 
. · - ~ 
Please add School name and Film Dept . 
----------------~ 
the upper right hand corner of all Catalog cards and 
Shelf- list cards for the fol l owing: 
Call nu.rnber : Author : 
Title : 
Ownership: School and Film Dept. 
Note to Librarian 
Filmstrip Card Revision • 
Please add _____ E!!~-Q~El~------ in the upper 
hand corner cf all Catalog cards and Shelf-list 
for the :!:ollowing : 
Call number : 
Title : 
Note t o Librarian 
Filmstrip Card Revision 
... Added to Film Dept. . • 
At;thor: 




A35w Alden, Raymond liacDonald 
Why the chimes rang; as told by Ted Malone 
with Dick Leibert at the organ. Victor, Y-357. 
4 s. 10" 78 rpm 







Alden, Raymond MacDonald 
Why the chimes rang; 
with Dick Leibert at the 
4 s. 10" 78 rpm 
I 
as told by Ted Malone 




Why the chimes rang 
Alden, Raymond MacDonald 
Why the chimes rang; as told by Ted Malone . 
with Dick Leibert at the organ. Victor, Y-357. 




Alden, Raymond MacDonald 
Why the chimes rang; 
with Dick Leibert at the 
4 s. 10" 78 rpm 
• 
Complete Set of Cards Sent t 
School for Non-Music Recordo 
c:a ssed as Fie·Hon J 
as told by Ted Malone 
organ. Victor, Y-357. 
Subject card 
Alden, Raymond MacDonald 
Why the chimes rang; as -told by Ted Malone 
with Dick Leibert at the organ. Victor, Y- 357. 


















Why the chimes rang 
Alden, Raymond MacDonald 
PRA 
F 
Pric Union shelf 
Pro: list CfP'd -
Verso, Union 
shelf list card 
A35w Alden, Raymond MacJ)onald 
Why the chimes r~ng ••• Victor, Y-357. 
4 s. 10" 78 rpm 
• 
Union File Cards 
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